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Spaceborne Synthetic-Aperture Imaging Radars: 
Applications, Techniques, and Technology 
Absrrclet-ln the last four years, the f ‘ i i  two Earthabiting, space 
borne, synthetic-aperture imaging radars (SAR) were s u d y  devel- 
oped and operated. This was a major achievement  in  the development 
of spaceborne radar sensors and ground processors.  The data acquired 
with these semrs extended  the capability of Earth re(ywces and ocean- 
surfice observation into a new region of the  electromagnetic spectrum. 
This paper is a review of the  different aspects of spaceborne imaging 
radnrs. It includes a review of: 1) the unique chprncteristicr of space- 
borne SAR  systems; 2) the  state of the art in  spaceborne SAR hardware 
and S A R  optical and digital processors; 3) the different  data-handling 
techniques; and 4) the  different  applications of spaceborne SAR data. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
I N  JUNE 1978,  the Seasat  satellite was put  into  orbit  around the  Earth with  a synthetic-aperture imaging radar  (SAR) as one of the payload sensors [ 121 . The Seasat SAR provided, 
for  the f i t  time,  synoptic  radar images of the Earth’s surface 
with a resolution of 25 m. The success of this  complex  sensor 
was a major technological advance, and it opened up a new 
dimension in our capability to observe, monitor, and study  the 
Earth’s surface [31],  [39].  In November 1981, the second 
imaging radar was successfully operated from space on the 
Shuttle [ 331.  The  Shuttle Imaging Radar-A (SIR-A)  acquired 
images over a  variety of regions around  the world with an imag- 
ing geometry  different  from  the  one used by the Seasat  SAR. 
Spaceborne  photography became available in the early 1960’s 
with  the advent of the space age. This was followed in the  late 
1960’s and 1970’s with  the acquisition of multispectral visible 
and infrared (IR) imagery, thermal imagery, and passive micro- 
wave imagery. These sensors allowed us to acquire informa- 
tion about the surface by studying its emitted energy in the 
microwave and IR regions of the spectrum and the reflected 
energy in the visible and near-IR regions. All these sensors 
are passive in nature, i.e., they  detect  the energy which is gen- 
erated by the  sun  or  the surface. 
The SAR imaging sensor provides information  about  the sur- 
face by measuring and mapping the reflected energy in the 
microwave region, thus  extending  the capability of sensing the 
surface properties  into a new dimension. In addition, because 
it uses its own energy and  operates a t  a relatively long wave- 
length, it acquires surface imagery at all times, i.e., day or 
night and through cloud cover. Thus it has the unique capa- 
bility  required for  continuous  monitoring of dynamic surface 
phenomena. 
The imaging resolution of passive sensors is equal to their 
angular  resolution (i.e., observing wavelength over aperture 
size) multiplied  by the range between the sensor and  the area 
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or  object being imaged. Thus  the size of the  resolution element 
increases linearly with the observing wavelength and sensor 
altitude,  and is inversely proportional to  the  aperture size. In 
the  optical  and  IR regions, very high resolution is achievable 
from  orbit  with reasonable size apertures because of the  short 
operating wavelength. In  the microwave region, the  operating 
wavelength is relatively large, and  apertures of many  hundreds 
of meters to many kilometers are required to achieve high 
resolution of tens of meters or less. This, of course, is imprac- 
tical at  the present  time. 
The SAR sensor circumvents this limitation by using the 
ranging and Doppler  tracking  capability of coherent radars to 
acquire  high-resolution images of the surface from  orbital 
altitudes. Two neighboring targets are separated by their dif- 
ferential time delay and Doppler history,  neither of which is a 
function of the distance to  the sensor. Thus  the  resolution of 
a  SAR  system is independent of the sensor altitude. This 
unique advantage  does  impose  some  restrictions on  the sensor 
imaging swath, antenna size, and power  requirements. The 
basic properties of spaceborne SAR systems are discussed in 
Section I1 and the technological  aspects of the sensor are 
presented  in Section 111. 
Because the SAR uses the Doppler history to achieve high 
resolution  in  one of the spatial  dimensions,  each pixel is gen- 
erated  by processing a large number of successive echoes. This 
leads to a large number of arithmetic operations in order to 
generate the image. This arithmetic  complexity is beyond  the 
present  capability of real-time processors. The development of 
digital processors for  spaceborne SAR data is a very active and 
challenging research field. This aspect of the SAR system is 
the  subject of Section IV. 
A very elegant way of executing  a large number of the 
types of calculations  required for SAR data processing can be 
achieved with optical techniques. In actuality, the first air- 
borne SAR systems used optical processors. In  Section V, we 
discuss how these types of processors have been adapted to 
handle the  unique aspects of spaceborne SAR data. 
Once the image has been formed, a number of post-image- 
formation processing steps are used to maximize the usefulness 
of the  information in the  radar imagery. These  include, among 
others, radar image registration to multispectral visible/IR 
images, automatic  textural analysis, and  speckle  statistical 
analysis. These techniques  are addressed  in Section VI. 
Section VI1 addresses interpretation  techniques  and applica- 
tions of spaceborne SAR data. We review the  techniques  and 
image features  that an interpreter uses in-extracting  informa- 
tion about the surface, and we present a variety of specific 
examples in  the different areas of the  Earth Sciences-geology, 
oceanography, glaciology, and agriculture. 
At the end of each section, we briefly discuss the develop- 
ments  expected in the near future.  In  Section VIII, we present 
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Fx. 1. Coordinate system for SAR image formation. A set of circles 
and hyperbolas  defme  the quirange and equi-Doppler lines, 
respectively. 
our  opinion of the major challenges in  the field of SAR remote 
sensing for the 1980’s and briefly review the development 
being planned  for  spaceborne SAR  systems  during this decade. 
II. SPACEBORNE SAR PRINCIPLE 
In  the  synthetic-aperture  technique,  the  Doppler  information 
in the returned echo is used simultaneously with the time- 
delay information to generate a high-resolution image of the 
surface being illuminated by radar [ 161, [701, [261, [441, 
[ 521. The radar usually “looks” to one side of the moving 
platform-to eliminate right-left ambiguities-and  perpendicu- 
lar to  its  line of motion. I t  transmits a short pulse of coherent 
electromagnetic energy toward  the surface. Points  equidistant 
from the radar are located on successive concentric spheres. 
The intersection of these spheres with a flat surface gives a 
series of concentric circles centered at the nadir point (see 
Fig. 1). The backscatter echoes from objects along a certain 
circle will have a well-defined time delay but  different Doppler 
characteristics. 
Points distributed on coaxial cones, with the flight line as 
the axis and  the radar as the  apex, provide identical Doppler 
shifts of the  returned  echo  but  different delays. The intersec- 
tion of these  cones with a flat surface gives a  family of hyper- 
bolas (Fig. 1). Objects on a specific hyperbola will provide 
equi-Doppler returns.  Thus if the time delay and Doppler 
information in the returned echoes are processed simultane- 
ously, the surface can be divided into a coordinate system of 
concentric circles and coaxial hyperbolas (Fig. l), and each 
point on the surface can be uniquely identified by a specific 
time delay and specific Doppler. The brightness that is  as- 
signed to a specific pixel (picture-resolution element) in the 
radar image is proportional to the echo energy contained in 
the time-delay bin and  the Doppler  bin,  which corresponds to 
the equivalent point  on  the surface being imaged. The resolu- 
tion capability of the imaging system is thus  dependent  on  the 
measurement accuracy of the differential time delay and dif- 
ferential  Doppler  (or phase) between  two neighboring points 
on  the surface. 
In actuality, the situation is somewhat more complicated. 
The  radar  transmits a pulsed signal in  order to obtain  the time- 
delay information. To obtain  the Doppler information  unam- 
biguously, the echoes from  many successive pulses are required 
with a  pulse-repetition frequency  (PRF)  which meets the 
Nyquist sampling criterion.  Thus as the moving platform passes 
\ I 
Fig. 2. Imaging radar viewing geometry: (a) in the range plane, (b) in 
the  azimuth  plane. 
over a certain region, the received echoes contain a complete 
Doppler history and range-change history for each point on 
the surface that is being illuminated.  These complete  histones 
are then processed to identify uniquely  each point  on  the sur- 
face and to generate the image. This is why a very large num- 
ber of operations are required to generate each pixel in the 
image. Such is not  the case with  optical sensors. A  simplified 
comparison is that the radar sensor generates the equivalent 
of a  hologram of the surface, and  further processing is required 
to obtain  the image. This processing can be done  either opti- 
cally or digitally. 
One  unique  feature of the  synthetic-aperture imaging radar is 
that its resolution capability is independent of the platform 
altitude. This is a result of the  fact  that  the image is formed 
by  using the Doppler history  and  the differential time delays, 
none of which is a function of the range from  the  radar to the 
surface.  This unique capability allows the acquisition of high- 
resolution images from satellite altitude as long as the received 
echo has  sufficient strength above the noise level. 
In this section, we will discuss the main features of space- 
borne SAR systems. These include: azimuth and range ambi- 
guities, range walk, the  effects of Earth’s rotation  and  orbital 
characteristics,  surface interactions, SAR image characteristics, 
key tradeoff  parameters  influencing the sensor design, and 
nonconventional SAR systems. 
A .  Ambiguities 
There will be ambiguity in the response if the  PRF is so high 
that  return signals from two successive transmitted pulses arrive 
simultaneously at  the receiver. This is called range  ambiguity. 
Conversely, if the  PRF is so low  that  the  return is not sampled 
at  the Nyquist rate,  there will be Doppler azimuth ambiguity. 
The  upper limit of the  PRF is fixed  by the range or elevation 
beamwidth of the SAR antenna. A view of the beam geometry 
in the range plane is shown in Fig. 2 .  In order to avoid the 
situation in which the far edge echo arrives at the receiver 
simultaneously with the near edge echo from the following 
pulse, it is necessary that 
T > 2 x / c  (1) 
i.e., 
or 
PRF < CW cos’ 8/2xh sin 0 (3) 
where T is the  time  between successive pulses, X is the  radar 
wavelength, W is the antenna width, 0 is the look angle, h is 
the  platform height, c is the speed of light, X is the  slant range 
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swath, and @ is the beamwidth (see Fig. 2(a)). The above 
equations assume that @ is small and the pulse length is much 
smaller than T. The Earth’s  surface curvature is neglected. 
The lower limit of  the  PRF is imposed by the  requirement 
that the PRF must equal or exceed the maximum Doppler 
shift of the  return signals. Targets at  the  center of the broad- 
side beam will return signals with  zero Doppler shift. Targets 
ahead of broadside center are  characterized  by  a positive Dopp- 
ler and those behind by negative Doppler frequencies. If the 
return of a  target is shifted in frequency by an  amount  equal 
to the  PRF,  the receiver will be unable to distinguish the pulsed 
return signal from  that of a target on broadside center. Thus 
the  PRF has to be sufficiently high to exceed the maximum 
Doppler shift of targets located at beam edge. The Doppler 
shift f D  due to a  radial  velocity ur is given by 
where f is the radar frequency. By referring to Fig. 2(b), vr = u 
sin IC/ N U J I .  The angle IC/ to  the fmt null of the one-way radar 
illumination beam is \k = AIL where L is the antenna length. 
Thus  the lower  limit of the  PRF is 
The  two  limitations derived above give 
c~ cos2 e 
2xh sin e > PRF > 2vlL 
which can be rewritten as 
This condition imposes  a  minimum size on  the  antenna area 
(WL) which is required to avoid ambiguities. Equation (7) 
should be used only in preliminary calculations. In  actual de- 
sign, the  Earth  curvature should  be taken  into  account. 
B. Point-Target Response 
The simplest way to understand the SAR image-formation 
mechanism and the necessary processing is to consider the 
case of a bright point target on the surface. Let us consider 
the case of a  linearly  phase-modulated waveform W(t) .  
where 
A ( t ) =  1,   fornT- r < t < n T + r  
A ( t )  = 0, otherwise (8) 
where T is the pulse repetition  period, 27 is the pulse length, 
wo is the carrier frequency, a is the chirp rate, and n is an 
integer. While the target is within the antenna beam, the re- 
turned echo E ( t )  will be modulated by the antenna pattern 
(which is neglected here) and by a phase shift proportional 
to the  round-trip  delay; i.e., 
E ( t )   - A ( t ) e  i[w0r+(a/2)P+r(r)l (9) 
where 
r ( t )  = 41’ +X’ + v 2 t 2 .  
If the successive echoes are frequency  shifted  down to video 
and their instantaneous amplitude (‘not envelope) is used to 
modulate the light intensity of an optical film scanner, the 
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Fig. 3. Point-target  response  showing  the range-curvature effect. 
Fig. 4. Point-target response for an airborne system when the range 
curvature is negligible. 
corresponding record will be what is shown in Fig. 3.  Each 
vertical  line  corresponds to one  echo which has  a  chirp behav- 
ior (see  insert in Fig. 3). Successive echoes  are slightly shifted 
in  phase relative to each  other because of the  platform  motion 
and  the resulting  Doppler shift.  The whole pattern is also bent 
because of the large change in the distance from the space- 
borne platform to the target while the target is in the beam. 
This bending in the pattern is called range curvature. In the 
case of aircraft  systems,  this  bending is negligible (see Fig. 4). 
In  reality,  the point-target response is even more complex. 
Because of the Earth’s rotation, which adds an additional 
Doppler component, the orbit ellipticity, and errors in the 
spacecraft attitude, the point-response pattern is asymmetric 
(as  shown in Fig. 5). 
In its simplest form (Fig. 4), the synthetic-aperture point 
response can be easily compressed into the image point. This 
can be done optically or digitally. In the optical processing 
approach, the modulated signal film acts like a Fresnel lens 
and will focus incident laser light into a focal point which is 
the image. In the digital processing case, a two-dimensional 
correlation,  or  two successive one-dimensional (one along each 
axis) correlations with a  reference function, will compress the 
signal data to form the image. In the real case (Fig. 5), the 
range walk and range curvatures have to be taken  into  account 
and  corrected  for.  These  can be estimated  from knowledge of 
the spacecraft state vector. However, some feedback mecha- 
nism is usually  required to achieve accurate compression. The 
compression techniques are discussed in detail  in Section IV. 
C. Orbital and Environmental  Factors 
The satellite orbital plane is f i e d  in space. Targets on the 
Earth’s  surface move with a  linear  velocity  which is dependent 
on their latitudes. It is maximum at  the  equator  and zero at 
the poles. The resulting  Doppler effect leads to an  asymmetry 
in the point response as discussed above. Three methods can 
be used to compensate for this effect [77] : i) rotating the 
antenna beam in yaw about  the satellite nadir to include  the 
zero  Doppler-frequency  direction. (Because the  rotation angle 
varies with latitude, this requires the satellite attitude to be 
continuously adjusted.); ii) continuously adjusting the receiver 
local-oscillator frequency  with respect to the  transmitted  fre- 
quency to cancel the effect of the Doppler from the Earth 
rotation;  and iii) subtracting  the Doppler due to  Earth  rotation 
from  the received signal during processing. The  last  approach 
was used by  the Seasat  SAR. 
In a similar way, orbit  eccentricity causes an  altitude change 
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Wg. 5. Point-target response showing the spaceborne SAR case where 
range curvature and range walk are present. Ako illustrated are the 
processing  steps as well as other parameters discussed in the  paper. 
and displaces the image in  the  track  direction. With descending 
altitude,  the velocity vector will dip below the local horizon. 
The  zero Doppler-frequency direction is perpendicular to  the 
satellite-velocity vector so that the image will shift rearward 
relative to  the subsatellite point [ 441 , [ 771 . The image shift is 
given by 
h dh 
v at 
s=-- cos e. 
Similar to the Earth-rotation effect, compensation for alti- 
tude change can be accomplished by  rotating  the  antenna bore- 
sight axis in yaw about the local satellite nadir, by trimming 
the receiver local-oscillator frequency, or during processing. 
It should  be noted  that since the  orbit perigee will migrate, the 
orbital position of maximum altitude change rate will migrate. 
The  orbital  effects  (ellipticity  and  attitude errors)  are deter- 
ministic and well behaved. Therefore, they can be estimated 
directly or by analyzing the data using clutterlock feedback. 
However, undeterministic effects could be encountered with 
spaceborne  radar systems. Amplitude  and phase random scin- 
tillations are caused by ionospheric irregularities [ 1 1 ,  [ 2 11.  
The phase scintillation would degrade the radar image if the 
granularity along a synthetic-aperture len@h leads to phase 
shifts in excess of a small fraction of a  radian. The magnitude 
of the phase granularity can be calculated from time-delay 
formulations given by Bums and Friemouw [ 171, and it is 
expected to be of appreciable impact  only  for  systems  operat- 
ing at frequencies lower  than 1 GHz. 
D. Range Curvature and Range Walk 
During integration along the synthetic-aperture length, the 
target  range does change in excess of the range resolution, as 
illustrated in Fig. 3 .  This effect is called range curvature [ 561 . 
If R o  is the nearest  range to the  target  and R ,  is the maximum 
range at  the edge of the  synthetic  aperture,  then 
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Wg. 6. Simplified  sketch of the  backscatter cross section  behavior as a 
function of incidence angle and polarization: (a) direct backscatter, 
(b)  depolarized  backscatter. The two curves are not to the same scale. 
where 5 = hRo/2vr ,  = integration  time,  and r ,  is the  azimuth 
resolution.  The range curvature is given by 
Relative to  the range slant  resolution rr ,  then 
R X2Ro c=- 
rr 32rrr2 
For  the Seasat  SAR system, rr = rZ = 7 m, h= 0.25 m,  and 
R o  = 850 km.  The range curvature is equal to 
R c= 4.3. 
rr 
This implies that a point migrates through  4.3 resolution ele- 
ments during the formation of the synthetic aperture. This 
effect must be  taken  into  account during processing (see later). 
The range walk is defined as the difference  in the range to a 
point target when it leaves the illumination beam relative to 
when it  enters  the beam  (see Fig. 5). The range walk is a func- 
tion of attitude errors, orbit  ellipticity, and linear velocity of 
the target. It can be one to two orders of magnitude larger 
than  the range resolution. 
Range curvature  and range walk are called range migration. 
E. Surface  Interaction Mechanisms 
The brightness of an individual pixel in a radar image is a 
direct representation of the backscatter cross section of the 
corresponding area on  the surface being imaged. The backscat- 
ter cross section is mainly dependent on the physical (e.g., 
slope, roughness, and near-surface inhomogeneities) and elec- 
trical (e.g., dielectric constant)  properties of the surface, as well 
as the radar wave characteristics-incidence angle, frequency, 
and polarization state. A number of interaction mechanisms 
contribute to the backscattered energy [47].  Bragg scattering 
is dominant at relatively large incidence angles and for rela- 
tively well-organized surfaces. Rayleigh scattering is dominant 
in the case of discrete  objects.  Specular reflection is of partic- 
ular importance  at near-vertical incidence, and multiple  scatter- 
ing plays  a  key  role  in  depolarization of the  incident wave. 
In  its most  simplified form,  the behavior of the  backscatter 
cross section u as a function of incidence angle is shown in  a 
sketch  form  in Fig. 6. Because of the  numerous surface  param- 
eters which influence  the  backscatter cross section, a complete 
description of the surface properties will most likely require 
multiple observations with different radar parameters. If the 
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radar system operates at a single frequency, it can be seen 
from Fig. 6 that large incidence angles are more favorable 
for observing surface topography because of the resulting 
shadowing. Small incidence angles are also desirable because 
of the high sensitivity of ud to variations in  the surface  slope. 
Intermediate incidence angles are more favorable for observing 
surface roughness. Multiple incidence-angle observation will 
allow the acquisition of information about different surface 
properties, and will allow the use of stereo techniques. 
Multiple-frequency  observation is of particular interest at 
intermediate angles in order to acquire  a measure of the spec- 
tral  characteristics of the surface roughness. Multiple-polariza- 
tion observations provide information about volumetric and 
multiple  scattering, and will tend to supress the  effects  of  the 
large-scale topography (i.e., slope changes). 
F. Noise in SAR Systems: Thermal and Speckle  Noise 
If  we neglect the  quantization noise, the  two  types of noise 
to be considered in a radar design are the thermal noise and 
the speckle noise. 
The thermal noise is an additive noise which is due to  the 
noise temperature  at  the  input of the receiver. The signal-to- 
thermal noise ratio can be improved by increasing the trans- 
mitted peak  power or decreasing the receiver temperature. This 
is the  type of noise encountered  in real-aperture radar systems. 
The speckle noise is due  to  the  coherent  nature of the SAR 
image-formation process. This noise gives the radar image a 
fine  texture similar to what is observed when a scene is illu- 
minated with laser light. The speckle  noise is proportional to 
the reflected signal power. Thus it is a multiplicative noise 
which cannot be reduced by increasing the  transmitted power. 
The speckle noise can only be reduced by averaging indepen- 
dent looks. 
Before detection,  the speckle noise is assumed to be  a zero- 
mean Gaussian noise on each of the in-phase and quadrature 
components. After detection, the intensity in an image pixel 
has then  an  exponential  probability  distribution of the  form 
where Io is the average return in the absence of speckle. As 
multilooks are coherently added, the speckle variance is re- 
duced and becomes chi-squared (x2) distributed with 2N de- 
grees of freedom where N is the  number of independent looks. 
This gives a probability  density  function  for  the  intensity of an 
image pixel as 
This distribution  has a  mean of p = NZo and a standard devia- 
tion = &Io.  
One measure of an image radiometric resolution, for a sta- 
tionary scene, is 
which clearly shows that higher values of N are desirable. 
However, for N >  25 (e.g., Q = 1.8 dB), large increases in N 
give only small improvement in Q. This should be traded off 
with  the  fact  that increasing N immediately degrades the image 
resolution in a proportional way. 
A detailed theoretical study with experimental verification 
of the speckle noise property was  given by Bennett and 
McConnell [ 81 . 
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7. Sketch showing the steps of one procedure to  determine the 
different parameters for a spaceborne  SAR  system. 
G. Key  Tkadeoff Parameters 
In defining and optimizing the design of a radar system, a 
large number  of parameters have to be determined  and  traded 
off. Sophisticated  computer programs have been developed at 
the  Jet Propulsion Laboratory  (JPL), Pasadena, CA, in  connec- 
tion  with  the development of the Seasat  SAR and SIR-A, and 
with the planning of Venus orbiting-imaging radar  (VOIR) and 
future  Shuttle  and free-flying SAR sensors. 
For illustrative  purposes,  a  simplified  step-by-step  parameters 
estimation  procedure is described here. Other procedures 
could be equally well used. The most involved steps are not 
included,  such as integrated  ambiguities or sidelobes level, 
image-calibration parameters, pixel-brightness statistics, Earth 
ellipticity,  spacecraft-attitude effects,  system  nonlinearities, 
sample-digitization level, effect of data-link  bit error rates, 
sampling  noise, etc. 
We assume that the radar wavelength X, illumination inci- 
dence angle 8, and image swath  width S are fiied  by  the scien- 
tific objective. We also assume that the orbit altitude h and 
platform velocity u are given, and we neglect the surface cur- 
vature. In a complete design procedure, these  parameters X, 8, 
S, and h are usually input variables which can also be varied 
to  optimize  the design. 
The  steps of the  procedure.are given in  a  schematic form in 
Fig. 7. The pulse-repetition frequency is derived from the 
requirement  that  the echoes from successive pulses should not 
overlap. Thus (see Fig. 2) 
PRF G cs sin e12 (17) 
and  the  antenna  width is given by 
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Fig. 8. Illustrative examples of tradeoff curves. 
w = M I S  cosz e. (18) 
From  the maximum PRF, we can then  determine  the minimum 
antenna  length  such  that  the Doppler  shift is sufficiently sam- 
pled by the  PRF. 
L >- 2v 
PRF 
The antenna width and minimum length give the minimum 
antenna area A = WL. The one-look azimuth  resolution is 
theoretically  equal to half the  antenna  length  for a  fully  focused 
system [ 161.  Thus 
r,, = L / 2 .   ( 2 0 )
If we assume that  the desired resolution r (assumed to be the 
same in  azimuth  and range) and  total  number of looks N are 
given, then  the one-look range resolution is 
rrI = r '/Nr,l. 
The  bit  rate is then  determined by the  bandwidth,  the sampling 
duty cycle, and  the  number of bits  per  sample. 
The next key parameter is the average transmitted power 
required to achieve a noiseequivalent backscatter UN. This is 
the surface backscatter cross section  which will give a thermal 
signal-to-noise ratio  (SNR) of unity (i.e., 0 dB). 
8nkTXBh3 PRF 
Pave = u N c ~  w z  cos3 e 
and  the peak transmitted power is 
8?rkTAB2h3 
Pp = (23) 
uN cLe w cos3 e 
where e is the compression ratio.  The dispersed pulse length is 
equal to 
7 = e/B. (24) 
The above equations give the simplified  relationships between 
the  radar parameters. In defining a SAR system,  the designer 
can change a number of input parameters to optimize the 
system. Fig. 8 gives some  illustrative  examples of tradeoff 
curves. 
H. Nonconventional SAR Systems 
A number of coherent imaging radar  systems have been pro- 
posed which use a slight variation relative to the  conventional 
synthetic-aperture technique discussed above. Some of these 
systems were proposed in order to get around the limitation 
imposed on the swath width by the ambiguities; others have 
the capability of surface imaging at a constant  incident angle 
(but variable azimuth angle). Some of these systems are dis- 
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Fig. 9. Simplified block diagram of a typical SAR system showing its 
main elements. 
cussed here briefly. These include the burst-mode SAR, the 
scan SAR, the geosynchronous SAR, and the bistatic SAR. 
All of these systems basically use the  concept of range-Doppler 
processing to generate two-dimensional images. 
In  the conventional SAR, a continuous array  along the flight 
is synthesized to  achieve the high resolution. Repetitive sub- 
arrays can also be used to  improve  resolution relative to a real- 
aperture system. These can be achieved by turning on the 
radar  for a predetermined  time period and  then  turning  it off 
for another time period, and so on. This is called the burst- 
mode SAR. With this approach, the power consumption is 
reduced by  the  turnoff  duty cycle;  however, there is a propor- 
tional loss in  the  resolution  or  number of looks. 
One  variety of the  burst  mode is to keep  the  radar  turned  on 
all the  time, sequentially  stepping the beam position, however, 
to illuminate  neighboring swath  track  on  the ground. The 
physical  beam of the  antenna initially  illuminates one subswath 
long enough to synthesize a radar image covering the entire 
area of the beam. The beam is then  pointed to  the neighboring 
subswath for an equal length of time, and so on. The whole 
cycle is then repeated when the spacecraft moves about the 
length of the  antenna  footprint. This mode was proposed  and 
studied by Moore, Classen, and Lin (see [621 and [76]). In 
effect, a  burst  mode is being used for each subswath.  Cutrona 
[26] proposed the use of a wide-beam illuminator  and simul- 
taneous narrow receiving beams for the different subswaths. 
Classen and Eckerman [ 181 proposed a variant of this idea 
in which a constant incident angle, but variable illumination 
direction, could  be achieved by  illuminating the surface  with  a 
wide conical beam and  by using narrow sub-beams for  reception. 
To synthesize a long aperture, the radar platform must be 
moving relative to the target. Thus a geostationary orbiting 
radar cannot use the synthetic-aperture technique. However, 
a geosynchronous radar in an inclined orbit will undergo a 
mutating motion which would allow aperture synthesis. The 
geosynchronous SAR was studied by Tomiyasu [76] ,  [ 771. 
The main advantage of such a  SAR is that it could  map  a large 
limited area(such as the U.S. and Central America) repetitively 
every 24 h. However, the power requirements and antenna 
size are relatively large though feasible. 
In a bistatic SAR, the transmitter and receiver are not col- 
located. A synthetic  aperture can be achieved with either the 
receiver, or  transmitter,  or  both in motion. A number of con- 
figurations have been studied [ 761 and Elachi et al. [ 351 . 
111. SPACEB~RNE SAR SENSORS 
A  SAR  system can be divided into five major  elements  (Fig. 
9). The antenna is the interface  between the on-board RF 
electronics  and  free  space. It radiates the electromagnetic 
energy toward  the  object to be  sensed, and  it collects the back- 
scattered energy. The  RF electronics consists of the  transmit- 
ter subsystem which generates the  RF signal and  the receiver 
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Fig. 10. Simplified block diagram of the Seasat SAR. 
subsystem which detects the returned energy and converts it 
into a form which  can be  handled  by  the data-handling  element. 
This element,  in  turn,  reformats  the data and transmits them 
to the data correlator. The output of the data-handling ele- 
ment could  be either a digital tape  with a digital record of the 
returned echoes or an optical film with an analog record of 
the returned echoes. This record contains what is commonly 
called the “signal data.” These  first three elements  are  referred 
to as the “SAR sensor.” They are discussed in this  section. 
The data-conelator element transforms the “signal record” 
into  an “image record” which is a  two-dimensional  representa- 
tion of the surface reflectivity. This is the stage at which a 
recognizable image is acquired.  These image data are then pro- 
cessed by an image post correlation processor for geometric 
and radiometric calibration, and for registration with other 
data sets acquired with similar (other radar data acquired at 
different  frequency, polarization, or incidence angle) or differ- 
ent (visible or IR) imaging sensors. These last two elements 
are the subjects of Sections IV, V, and VI. 
The first spaceborne SAR system was flown  on  the Apollo 
17 spacecraft around  the Moon. It was intended  for subsurface 
sounding of the  lunar crust [ 671, [ 661. This  sensor, called the 
Apollo  Lunar Sounder  Experiment (ALSE) radar was not 
specifically designed for surface imaging, and, therefore, will 
be only briefly discussed in this  paper. 
The  f ist  spaceborne SAR  which was specifically designed to 
acquire synoptic high-resolution images of a  planetary  surface 
is the Seasat SAR which operated in orbit around the Earth 
during a 100-day period in the summer of 1978 [ 121. The 
Seasat SAR [ 491, [48] incorporated some of the most ad- 
vanced  sensor  technology of the  late  19703,  and  it s described 
here in detail. More recently, an imaging SAR was flown on 
the second Shuttle flight in November, 198 1 [ 301 . This  sensor 
[42],  called the SIR-A, is very similar to the Seasat SAR as 
far as the electronics  are  concerned.  Only its  unique  and addi- 
tional  features are discussed here. 
A .  The Seasat SAR 
The Seasat  SAR  sensor system,  shown  in Fig. 10, consists of 
a planar array antenna, a transmitter/receiver RF  sensor, an 
analog data link, a data formatter, and a high-density digital 
recorder subsystem which outputs the “signal record.” The 
characteristics of the sensor  are  summarized  in  Table I. It was 
designed to  provide continuous  strips of radar imagery with a 
100-km swath  at a resolution of 25 m from an orbital  altitude 
of 800 km. During its 100 days of operation, it acquired a 
voluminous set of images of the Earth’s surface  corresponding 
to a total imaged area of about  126 million square kilometers 
TABLE I 
SEMAT-A  SAR SYSTEM  CHARACTERISTICS 
- = =  
S a t e l l i t e  a l t i t u d e  
Wavelength 
Theoretical  resolution 
Swath width 
RF bandwidth 
Transmit pulse  length 
pulse r e p e t i t i o n  range 
Transmit  time  bandwidth  product 
Radar transmitter peak power 
S e n s i t i v i t y  time control range 
Data recorder  bit  rate  
Fadar DC power 
Fadar antenna  dimensions 
Badar antenna gain 
800 iim 
0 . 2 3 5  m 
25 x 2 5  m an the surface a t  4 looks 
100 b 
19 mz 
3 3 . 4  ilsec 
1 4 6 3  to  1640 pps 
634 
1000 Y 
9 dB 
110 n b i t s l s e c  ( 5  b i t s  per word) 
500 u 
10.7 by 2.16 m 
35 dB 
- 
(including  multiple coverage). Because the radar data were 
directly  linked to a  limited number of specially equipped 
ground stations, the coverage was limited to the central and 
northern American  hemisphere,  western Europe, the North 
Atlantic,  the  North Pacific, and  the  northern polar regions. 
Antenna: The Seasat-A antenna system consists of a 10.74- 
by 2.16-m phased-array system deployed  after  .orbit  insertion. 
This deployed antenna is configured to fly with the long di- 
mension  along the spacecraft-velocity vector  and bore-sighted 
at an angle of  20.5’ from the nadir  direction  in  elevation 
(cone) and 90’ from the nominal spacecraft-velocity vector 
(clock).  The  antenna dimensions (10.74 m X 2.16 m) are 
dictated by a desire to limit range and Doppler ambiguities 
to acceptably low levels (see (6), (17)-(19)). At a nominal 
20.5’ look angle from nadir, a total beamwidth in elevation 
of  6.2’ is required to illuminate  a  100-km swath  on  the Earth’s 
surface from an 800-km-high orbit. Thus the antenna cross- 
track dimension is 2.16 m to limit the  radiation  to these sets 
of angles (see (18)). The area illuminated on the surface of 
the  Earth is from  240  to 340 km to  the right of the subspace- 
craft point. The antenna elements in elevation are weighted 
to limit sidelobes in the cross-track direction. The minimum 
antenna along-track length is limited by a desire to keep azi- 
muth sampling  ambiguities to an  acceptably low level (see (1 9)) 
while the maximum along-track length is determined by the 
requirement to illuminate a sufficiently large patch of terrain 
to allow processing of the  data to achieve 25-m resolution in 
azimuth  with  four looks. 
These two requirements limit the antenna length along the 
velocity vector to between 10.5 and 14 m. The 10.74-m an- 
tenna length was dictated  by  the available volume within the 
satellite shroud.  The level of integrated ambiguities  in azimuth 
was estimated to  be between - 18  and  -24 dB, depending  on 
the selected PRF  and processor bandwidth in azimuth. 
The antenna subsystem consists of eight mechanically de- 
ployed, electrically coupled,  flat  microstrip panels. This array 
is shown in Fig. 1  1  in both  stowed  and  deployed configurations. 
The  construction of the  microstrip is depicted  in Fig. 12,  and 
the  deployment  and  extension mechanization is shown  in 
Fig. 13. 
R F  Sensor: The  radar RF sensor provides the  antenna with 
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Fig. 11. Seasat SAR  antenna shown in its stowed and deployed 
configurations. 
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Fig. 12. Construction of the  microstrip  honeycomb pannels which 
were used  in  the Seasat and SIR-A  antennas. 
MULTI-LAYER INSULATION 
BLANKETS (8 )  \ 
ATTACHMENTS (32) 
Fig. 13. Seasat SAR  antenna  mechanical  components and assemblies. 
a series of high-power coherent pulses of energy at  L-band  and 
amplifies the weak return echoes collected by the antenna. 
The radar sensor consists of four subassemblies: transmitter, 
receiver, logic and control, and power converter. A diagram 
of the sensor is shown in Fig. 14, and the principal sensor 
parameters are  tabulated in  Table 11. 
To obtain an adequate SNR from a  system whose range 
resolution is 25 m on the surface and which utilizes a solid- 
state transmitting device, it is necessary to use a long trans- 
mitted pulse and pulse-compression techniques to reduce the 
peak-power requirement. The output of the transmitter as- 
sembly is, as a result, a linearly swept frequency-modulated 
pulse (or chirp) having a 634 : 1 compression ratio. It is gen- 
erated in a surface acoustic wave (SAW) device located in the 
chirp generator subassembly of the  transmitter assembly. The 
output of the  transmitter is coupled to  the  antenna subsystem 
through an output combiner. A portion of the output (leak- 
age) is also impressed on the receiver input where a load is 
placed in  the circuit each time the transmitter operates. This 
prevents the leakage pulse from burning out the input stage 
of the receiver. 
Echo  returns are coupled into  the receiver assembly through 
the  output  network in the  transmitter. Because the echo’s 
intensity is expected to vary in proportion  to  the variation of 
antenna gain with angle, a sensitivity time control (STC) has 
been incorporated in the receiver. The STC action, initiated 
by satellite stored commands, linearly decreases the receiver 
gain by 9 dB during the first half of the returnecho period, 
and then increases the gain until  the  end of the  echo  has been 
received. The application of the STC results in a nearly uni- 
form signal (echo)  return  for a uniform scattering  field, and, as 
a result,  the  dynamic range required to transmit the  resultant 
data  to  Earth is reduced  by 9 dB. 
The sensor-receiver output is sent to  the  data link  along  with 
timing and  frequency references derived from  the SAR  system 
local  oscillator  (STALO). The STALO  generates  a very stable 
(in frequency) signal at a nominal frequency f, (f, = 91.059 
MHz), a portion of which is delivered to  the multiplier assembly. 
Another portion of this signal is used to derive both square- 
wave clock and sine-wave signals at fJ3, which are used in 
synchronizing other sensor electronics subsystem functions. 
The  frequency multiplier assembly provides signals at 3 f,, 9 f,, 
and  18 f,. The 3f, and 1 8f, signals are delivered to  the chirp 
generator where, along with a portion of the STALO signal, 
f,, they  are used to  generate the linear FM pulse (chirp) signal 
at  the carrier frequency of 14f,. The signal at Sf, and a por- 
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Fig. 14. Block diagram of the Seasat SAR sensor. 
TABLE I1 
SENSOR ELEIXRONICS SUBSYSTEM I PLEMENTATION 
Electronics  Implementation 
Center  frequency 
b n d v i d t h  
STALO frequency 
SIALO s t a b i l i t y  
Pulse width 
Peak power 
Pulse envelope  r i se  time 
Pulse envelope fal l  t ime 
Pulse repet i t ion  frequencies  
Noise  temperature 
Receiver gain control s teps  
Cain control  step spacing 
Gain control  range 
STC gain variation 
Receiver gain flatness 
Receiver  gain  s tabi l i ty  (0 - 60'C) 
Receiver bandwidth (3 dB) 
Receiver phase r i p p l e  
Irmsmitrer  M s lope  
1274.8 f 0.31 KHz 
19.05 *.05 KHz 
91.059  *.0022 KHz 
3 partsl lOl0 i n  5 mil l iseconds 
33.9 fO.8 grec 
1000 W nominal 
90 nsec 
90 nsec 
1 L U .  1540, 1580. 1647 f,lPPS 
650 Kelvin,  nominal 
8 
3 f0.3 dB 
7 7  to 98  dB 
9 
f0 .33  dB 
f1.0 dB 
22 +0.2 hHz 
4.0' dev. from quadratic 
0.5622 m z l d s e c  
Irmsmittcr  phase  esponse 3. rms 
tion of the signal at fs are delivered directly to  the data-link 
subsystem along with a signal derived from the PRF event 
which divides the  interpulse interval into 4096 sectors. 
The remaining two assemblies in the sensor  electronics sub- 
system  are the logic and  control as well as the power  converter. 
They provide the primary  electrical interface  with  the satellite. 
The logic and control assembly receives commands from the 
satellite, decodes  them,  and causes the sensor  electronics sub- 
system to assume one of a number of operating modes. In 
addition,  the logic and  control interfaces between  the satellite 
+ 
LINK SUBSYSTEM 
DATA TO DATA 
and the intra-subsystem engineering telemetry.  The power- 
converter assembly provides the  stable, isolated  power required 
by al l  the SAR  subsystems. 
Data-Link Subsystem: The purpose of the data-link subsys- 
tem is to transmit the radar echo to the ground for digitiza- 
tion, storage, and subsequent processing. The link also main- 
tains the phase and  time references necessary to  the processing 
function,  thus providing  a unity  transfer  function.  The chosen 
implementation  technique was a  linear  S-band modulator/ 
transmitter/receiver/demodulator combination. This  choice 
was governed chiefly by the available frequency  spectrum/ 
bandwidth. 
In  addition to  the basic requirement  for linearity to preserve 
the SAR coherent  information,  the inclusion of necessary 
phase and timing signals placed an additional burden on the 
linear property of the link. The data-link  subsystem  performed 
the following functions: 
a) Translated the  L-band  echo  return  to  S-band. 
b) Orthogonally combined the offset video with both PRF 
c) Amplified the result  linearly (with negligible phase error) 
On  the  ground,  the data-link subsystem: 
a) Translated the  composite  S-band signal to an  offset video 
frequency  centered  at 1 1.25 MHz. 
b) Coherently demodulated the signal with the spacecraft 
local  oscillator. 
c) Removed the link-induced Doppler from the composite 
signal, 
d)  Reconstructed  the  PRF  and STALO signals from  the 
video. 
Ground  Station Subsystem: The Seasat  SAR  system required 
unique  equipment  at  the  ground receiving station. Only three 
U.S. stations (Fairbanks, Goldstone, and Memtt Island), one 
Canadian station (Shoe Cove), and one British station (Oak 
Hangar) were equipped to receive the SAR data. The SAR 
operations were limited to only the time periods when the 
satellite was in view of one of those  stations. 
The ground station subsystem consists of a data formatter 
and a high-density digital recorder. Upon the receipt of a 
trigger signal from the data-link subsystem demodulator as- 
and STALO  reference. 
for transmission. 
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Fig. 15 .  Photographs of the  SIR-A sensor and  antenna. 
sembly,  the  data  formatter  accepts  and digitizes the analog off- 
set video signal furnished  by the demodulator. Digitization 
occurs only  during  the period (-300 ps) when the SAR  video 
return is expected. The resulting 13 680 samples, which are 
generated at a rate of 227 Mbits/s, are  temporarily stored within 
the data formatter. Information on the operational status of 
the  data  formatter  and  the  demodulator is also collected and 
retained. 
The video  samples, the  status  information,  and  the GMT time 
are formatted and sent to the high-density digital recorder 
(HDDR) at a rate of about 11 3 Mbits/s. The HDDR records 
this high-rate stream on 1-in width magnetic tape. Recording 
uses 40 (of 42) parallel tracks  on  the  tape  at a  recording  speed 
of 150  in/s. Parity is included on each track  and timing  infor- 
mation is carried on  one of the remaining  tracks. 
The  output “signal” tape is then used in the  correlator ele- 
ment  to  obtain  the final image. 
B. Shuttle Imaging Radar-A  (SIR-A) 
The SIR-A was flown  on  the second  flight of the Columbia 
in November 1981. The flight lasted for three days, and the 
radar acquired data during a total  time period of 7-3 h. Even 
with a brief time period, images were acquired over selected 
regions in North, Central, and South America, Africa, Asia, 
and Australia. The total area covered was about 10 million 
square  kilometers. 
The SIR-A sensor is a modified, but similar, version of the 
Seasat  sensor, and it used some of the residual Seasat hardware. 
The main differences  in the SIR-A sensor were the following: 
a narrower bandwidth (6 MHz versus 18 MHz for Seasat), a 
larger incidence angle (50’ versus 20°), a  narrower swath (50 
km versus 100 km), a slightly lower resolution (38 m versus 
25 m),  but a  higher number of looks  (6 versus 4). The SIR-A 
data were optically recorded on an on-board recorder. This 
allowed acquisition of data  at any desired location  around  the 
world  within the  limitation of the  orbital coverage. The “signal 
film” was retrieved after  the  Shuttle landing and was processed 
in an optical correlator (see Section V) to generate the two- 
dimensional imagery. The  orbital  altitude was 245 km. Fig. 15 
shows photographs of the SIR-A sensor  and antenna. 
C .  Apollo Lunar Sounder (ALSE) 
The design of the ALSE was dominated by the primary 
objective of subsurface detection [ 671. The potential of depth 
penetration of a  radar wave is proportional to  the wavelength 
of  the wave. Since deep  penetration was desired, the  frequen- 
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TABLE I11 
LUNAR SOUNDER SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
- 
HF Mode VHF ?(ode 
HF1 HF2 
Wavelength (m) 60 20 2 
Center frequency ONr)  
RF bandwidth (MHz) 0.5333 
5.266  15.8 158 
Pulsewidth (us) 240 80 
Tim-bandwidth product 128 
Range resolution, free space (m) 
128 
300 
I28 
100 
Transmitter peak p w e r  (U) 1 30 
10 
118 
Transmitter average p w e r  (U) 12.4 
95 
Effective antenna ga in  
1.6  16.0 
8.0 
3.7 1.5 
-0.8  -0.7 +7.3 
(dB one-way, including efficiency) 
397* 
6 W  
11.4 11.4 
397* 1984 
600 70 
1o.n 
*Interlaced 00 AF1  and  RF2. 
cies used in the Apollo  system were very low.  The ALSE sys- 
tem was operated in three frequency ranges: 5 MHz (HF-l), 
15 MHz (HF-2), and 150 MHz (VHF).  The two  HF frequencies 
were operated simultaneously and were designed for  deep 
sounding.  The VHF system was designed for shallow sounding 
and for surface imagery. The flight ALSE system had four 
major hardware components (Fig. 16). At the heart of the 
system was the coherent SAR (CSAR) sensor containing the 
transmitters and receivers. 
Separate transmitlreceive antennas were provided for  the  HF 
and VHF ranges. The received signal was recorded  by an opti- 
cal recorder.  The receiver also monitored  the average reflected 
electromagnetic  power and  transmitted these data  together 
with other engineering data by way of a  51.2-kbit/s telemetry 
channel.  The average reflected  power data were used for 
calibration  purposes as well as for aid in  data  interpretation. 
Since no  internal access from  the Command Module to  the 
optical  recorder was available, the  photographic film on which 
the recorder stored  the radar data was retrieved by an astronaut 
during an extra-vehicular activity (EVA);  this was carried out 
toward the end of the Apollo 17 mission, during the trans- 
Earth phase. The basic parameters of the ALSE radar  are given 
in Table 111. Each of the three frequency bands utilizes a 
linear frequency-modulation (FM) transmitter pulse. An FM 
bandwidth of 10  percent of the carrier frequency is employed 
at  each  frequency  band, as  limited  by the  antenna subsystems. 
The linear FM pulse is generated by a voltage-controlled 
oscillator  which, at  the  start of each pulse, is phase-locked to a 
stable local oscillator. The duration of the FM sweep in each 
system is set to maintain a time-bandwidth product of 128. 
Upon reception of the  echo,  the signals are offset  in  frequency 
while maintaining phase coherence.  The transmitted waveform 
envelope had a linear rise and fall for all three channels in 
order to limit the sidelobes caused by the Fresnel  ripples. 
Automatic gain control was incorporated at both HF and 
VHF. To avoid undue complexity in the data processing, the 
gain setting was allowed to change no more often than once 
every 30 s and then in discrete steps. During the flight of 
Apollo 17, the power return did follow  predicted  specular 
values on  the average; however,  significant  variations in  return 
power were observed over some regions of the lunar surface. 
The  VHF subsystem incorporated a 12-dB increase in gain 13 
ps after arrival of the specular pulse. The initial gain of the 
radar system was set so that  the specular pulse would have a 
received amplitude close to  the  saturation  point of the  optical 
recorder in order to achieve a wide dynamic range. However, 
shortly after arrival of the specular return, the level of the 
received signal was expected  to  drop significantly and rapidly 
as a result of weak diffuse off-nadir scattering. Consequently, 
additional gain was required in  order  to  obtain a radar image of 
the  lunar surface. 
The HF-1 and HF-2 systems used a dipole antenna of 0.4 
and 1.2 wavelengths, respectively. To achieve an antenna tip- 
to-tip length of 24 m, two extendable/retractable elements 
were required. A retracted element was spooled as two flat 
metallic ribbons, which, upon  extension, curled together  into a 
circular rod. To match  the  complex  antenna  impedance  to  the 
radar, an electrical network was constructed and mounted in 
the  antenna housing. A hybrid  unit  mounted in the scientific- 
instrument module provided the power division and the ap- 
propriate electrical phase to feed the antenna elements as a 
dipole. To maintain  low  side  lobes, the  antennas were designed 
with extreme amplitude and phase linearity across the band- 
width. This was done at the expense of antenna efficiency; 
the minimum  efficiency  across the band was 65 percent  for  the 
HF-1 system  and  43  percent  for  the HF-2 system. 
The VHF  antenna was designed to satisfy  a  linear amplitude 
and phase response as well as a directionality requirement. 
The antenna was a Yagi of five directors and one reflector. 
The Yagi, mounted at the rear of the service module, was 
erected by a spring mechanism. The  antenna  had a beamwidth 
of 70' in the plane containing the antenna elements and a 
beamwidth of 50' in the  orthogonal plane.  To  suppress 
ambiguity  between  terrain returns  on  the  left  and right sides of 
the spacecraft in the imaging mode, the antenna axis was 
pointed 20' off nadir. 
The  optical  recorder was required to accept input data over 
the video bandwidths of the radar and to  have adequate storage 
capacity to  permit  the  radar  to  operate  for nearly  six orbits of 
the Moon. The video bandwidth is largest-I6 MHz-during 
VHF operation. The decision to use a CRT/film-type optical 
recorder was based both  upon  the ease with which such a re- 
corder would meet the input and storage requirements, and 
upon  the compatibility of the film-storage medium  with 
coherent  optical processing. 
D. Future Development 
A number of spaceborne SAR systems are presently under 
development or are being designed for flight in the 1980's. 
These include the German Spacelab radar system (flight in 
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1983),  the U.S. Shuttle Imaging Radar-B (in 1984),  the  Shuttle 
Active Microwave Experiment (SAMEX) radar (series of flights 
in  1986-1988),  the Venus  Radar Mapper (in 1988),  and a num- 
ber of free-flying systems for  the  late 1980’s under study by 
the U.S., the  European Space Agency (ESA), Japan,  and 
Canada. The Shuttle-borne systems are expected to be more 
flexible with emphasis on scientific research, while the free- 
flying  systems  are  planned for long-term semioperational 
observation with minimum variation in  the  operating parame- 
ters. The main emphasis in the next ten years is on multi- 
parameter (Le., multiple-frequency, multipolarization, variable 
observation geometry) and long-lifetime sensors. The Seasat 
and SIR-A sensors were all solid state. Going to higher fre- 
quencies (C- and X-band) requires the use of traveling-wave 
tubes (TWT’s) or the development of high-frequency  solid- 
state transmitters with peak-power capability between 2 and 
10 kW and average transmitted power of a  few hundred watts. 
New development  in fieldeffect  transistors (FET’s)  and 
electron-bombarded semiconductors (EBS’s) should make it 
feasible to develop such high-power transmitters. TWT trans- 
mitters are  capable of achieving the power requirements;  how- 
ever, they are less attractive than solid-state systems because 
of the need of high-voltage power supplies and their lower 
reliability for multiyear missions. 
Another  approach is to use a distributed array of low-power 
solid-state transmit-receive elements. These elements will be 
directly  coupled to the antenna radiating  elements.  Such  a 
distributed SAR approach will allow the radiation of a high- 
power signal, which is the  superposition of the radiated signals 
from hundreds, or even thousands, of low-power elements. 
This technique is commonly used with ground-based radar 
systems. 
The distributed SAR approach has another advantage. By 
using phase shifters,  the beam can be controlled in both dimen- 
sions, allowirrg variable incidence angle and  spotlight observa- 
tion. It can also compensate for  any mechanical distortions in 
the large SAR antenna, allowing a  relaxation of the  structural 
requirement which could be challenging at X-band frequencies. 
IV. DIGITAL PROCESSING OF SPACEBORNE SAR DATA 
The SAR image formation process,  as  described in Section 11, 
is to use coherent phase information in an array of radar 
echoes to synthesize an effective antenna aperture which is 
much larger than the size of the physical antenna. This ap- 
proach enables high-spatial-resolution radar images to be at- 
tained with  a practical-size antenna. Digital processing for 
SAR image formation involves sampled and quantized SAR 
echo  data  nd represents  a  numerical  evaluation of the 
synthetic-aperture beam-formation process. A large number of 
arithmetic computations are involved. The process, neverthe- 
less, can be  very accurate in  representing the  radiometric 
reflectivity of the target surface being imaged. The inherent 
flexibility  in  a sequential  execution of digital SAR processing 
functions also allows users to extract special information  such 
as Doppler spectra and pixel phases at various intermediate 
stages of the SAR correlation process. The added accuracy 
and flexibility of digital SAR processing relative to that of 
analog optical processing represent an appreciable advantage, 
which is considered rather significant as computer  equipment 
is increasingly involved in performing quantitative analysis of 
remotely sensea aata. 
The arithmetic  computation  requirement  for digital SAR 
image formation corresponds to  the  product of the  number of 
computations involved to produce an output pixel and the 
pixel-throughput rate required for  the system. For SAR image 
formation in real time, both the pixel rate and the per-pixel 
computation increase with  the  resolution capability. For a 
typical spaceborne SAR operating at L-band, such as Seasat 
SAR, the computation rate required for real-time processing 
exceeds lo9 operations/s. Conventional digital computers 
support a rate of approximately only  1 O6 operations/s. Such  a 
high rate of computation  indeed represents one major bottle- 
neck in realizing an economical digital SAR processing system. 
For  this reason, high-speed digital processors for  airborne SAR 
sensors [50],  [63] became possible only in the early- to mid- 
1970’s  with the availability of integrated  circuits, which is two 
decades after  the development of analog optical SAR 
processors. 
The large number of arithmetic computations characterizes 
one part of the digital SAR correlation task. The numerical 
nature of the digital correlation process calls for  the  formula- 
tion of an accurate mathematical procedure, which is often 
referred to as the SAR correlation algorithm, to manipulate 
the sampled echo signals to accomplish the SAR correlation 
process. Design of this procedure is a two-step process. The 
first step involves an accurate modeling of the SAR response 
to a point target as well as a continuous field of reflecting 
targets. This modeling is required to formulate an inversion 
process and to provide all the necessary functions for recon- 
structing the target scene from the received echo signals. The 
model is also essential  in evaluating the performance of a SAR 
System with respect to its  attainable  limit.  The second step is 
to implement the processing functions of the SAR image re- 
construction process in a clearly defined, mathematical com- 
putation procedure. Because digital processing is a sequential 
procedure, a computationally efficient  algorithm often implies 
savings in computing  time  or  hardware logics and may dictate 
the selection of a specialized hardware architecture. Besides 
the  computational efficiency of the  algorithm,  the related 
costs of software and hardware implementation and the main- 
tainability of the system  are all of practical  concern. 
Digital processing for spaceborne SAR data concerns the 
general algorithmic  and implementation issues described 
briefly above. Analysis of the response of a  target to a space- 
borne SAR has  shown  a number of differences relative to  the 
treatment of a conventional airborne SAR. The focus of the 
first  part of this section is thus  on  the  computational algorithm 
for SAR image formation and the associated techniques in 
accommodating  a number of peculiarities  relating to  data 
gathered by a  spaceborne  SAR. The different  hardware 
architectures  and several existing  ground-based SAR processors 
and possible approaches for future development will be de- 
scribed in the  later  part of the  section. 
A .  Modeling of SAR  Response to a Target Field 
Analysis of target  response to an airborne  SAR and the 
signal-processing principle was presented by Cutrona  [26] and 
Leith [571. As presented in Section 11, spaceborne SAR in- 
volves a  more  complicated sensor-target relative-motion prob- 
lem than  the  airborne SAR.  A recent  effort to provide  a 
detailed  modeling of target  response to a spaceborne SAR 
sensor and  the associated representations  for signal processing 
was reported by Wu e t  al. [ 85). Briefly, SAR echo response to 
a point target is a series of pulses, each of which is a replica of 
the original transmitted waveform, but is associated with a 
time  or phase delay proportional to  the  round-trip distance to 
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the target. This one-to-one correspondence between the echo 
time and phase delay is a result of the use of coherent wave- 
train in  generating the radar carrier and in demodulating  it  at 
reception. The ensemble of returned echo signals can be as- 
sembled into a rectangular format with spatial range delay, r ,  
along one axis and  the along-track or  azimuth  position, x ,  for 
the  other axis. The  echo response to a point target can there- 
fore be written as 
h ( x ,  r )  = h l ( x ,  r )  8 h z b ,  r )  (25) 
where 8 denotes a  two-dimensional convolution,  and 
S(r - r l ( x ) ) ) .  (26) 
round-trip distance from target to sensor at x 
phase encoding of radar transmitted pulses 
radar  illumination at sensor position x 
amplitude waveform of the  transmitted pulses 
Dirac's delta function 
surface  projection of the along-track  speed of the 
speed of light. 
sensor 
The function h 2 ( x ,  r )  is one dimensional, representing the 
waveform of the  radar-transmitted pulse. Function hl is a 
curved response function, representing the locus of the target 
delay with  a phase angle proportional to  its range distance. 
Radar echo  return  and  reception is a physical process. The 
key issue in SAR imaging is the coherency of the carrier wave 
in the transmission-modulation and receiving-demodulation 
process, which results  in  a  deterministic phase variation of the 
echo response from a point target. Equation (25) also shows 
that  the  transmitted waveform is preserved in the one- 
dimensional time  or range dimension;  however, it is associated 
with  a varying range and phase delay as the sensor changes its 
position  in the  Xdimension. This is clearly illustrated  in Figs. 
3-5. 
For  extended target  with  reflectivity a ( x ,  r ) ,  the signal 
received by an idealized radar receiver represents  a linear 
superposition of echoes from a continuous field u ( x ,  r ) .  The 
echo response S(x, r )  can  be written as the following 
convolution: 
S ( x ,  r )  = u ( x ,  r )  8 h ( x ,  r ) .  (28) 
Substituting  (25)  into  the  above, we have 
S ( x , r ) = a ( x , r ) 8 h l ( x , r ) 8 h h , ( x , r ) .  (29) 
Equation (29) describes the SAR echo response to an ex- 
tended target u(x, r ) .  The reconstruction of the scene can be 
accomplished by a two-step matched filtering involving the 
time-reversed range transmitted waveform h2  and  azimuth 
response h 1.  Imaging radar systems often use a linear FM- 
phaseencoded waveform; however, other coding schemes can 
also be used. For a linear FM waveform, deconvolution of 
S(x, r )  or  (29) with the reverse of the h 2 ( x ,  r )  function results 
in a sinc-function (sin ala) type of response in the range di- 
mention [ 201. 
The waveform of h l  depends mainly on the range delay 
function r l ( x ) .  For the Seasat SAR sensor in a near-circular 
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orbit, the range or phase delay can be approximated by a 
secondader  power series [85] .  It is also clear. that  the (x, r )  
coordinates are  interchangeable  with (7, t )  for  the pair of along- 
track elapsed time, T ,  and range echo delay time, t ,  respec- 
tively. Using the notation T ,  the phase angle of h l ( x ,  r )  in 
(26) becomes 
@(T) @(O) + 27r(fDT + 3 1 0 7 2 )  (30) 
where fD and fD can be referred to as the Doppler center  fre- 
quency  and frequency rate, respectively. The phase delay @(I) 
is proportional to the range  delay r l ( t )  multiplied by 47r over 
the  radar wavelength. An additional  factor of 2 accounts for 
the round-trip traveling of the radar transmitted wave. The 
polynominal expression  in (30) is a  convenient way to charac- 
terize the SAR Doppler phase response for digital SAR pro- 
cessing, and the functional expressions for fD and fD factors 
in  terms of sensor and target  position and velocity vectors  are 
derived by Wu et al. [ 851. For Seasat SAR,  the  orbit  geometry 
is such  that magnitudes of the higher order  terms in the series 
expansion of the phase function  are  indeed neghgible. 
By properly  determining the numerical values of the Doppler 
parameters fD and fD through the sensor orbit and attitude 
predicts and  the SAR echo  data,  the  function h l  is now 
defined.  A  matched  filtering of the rangetompressed echo 
signals with the time-reversed h l  completes the SAR image 
reconstruction process. Using $(x, r )  as the  reconstructed 
scene, the expression of @(x, r )  is 
& x , r ) =   [ S ( x , r ) 8 h i 1 ( x , r ) ]  8 h i 1 ( x , r ) .  (31) 
Substituting  (29)  into  (31), @(x, r )  can be expressed as 
@ ( x , r ) = u ( x , r ) @  [(hl ~ h ; ' ) @ ( h z  @ h i 1 ) ]  (32) 
where hi' denotes  the time-reversed response of the h l  func- 
tion.  The  quantity given in  the  square  bracket of (32) is now 
the response of the SARsensor system to a point target. As 
mentioned previously,  a quadratic  echo phase function results 
in a sinc type of response in the matched filtering process. 
Using linear FM pulse for  radar transmission, the SAR sensor 
response to a point target resembles a twodimensional sinc 
function. The  half-power width of the main lobe is the 
resolution of the imagery.  A  detailed treatment of the resolu- 
tion function in terms of the Doppler parameters is given by 
Wu e t  al. 185 I .  
B .  SAR Correlation Algorithms and Correlator  Architecture 
The previous subsection establishes the functional basis for 
reconstructing a scene from the SAR received echo signals. 
The algorithm development for digital SAR processing now 
deals with  the  formulation of an efficient computational 
procedure for implementing the matched  filtering process 
given in (3  1). The  compression of the range response h 2 ,  
which is a replica of the  radar-transmitted waveform, is a one- 
dimensional  correlation operating  on  the sequence of sampled 
echo signals. This process is considered straightforward and is 
common practice in pulsed radars with amplitude or phase 
encoding of transmitted waveform. A common  technique is to 
use SAW devices to perform the pulse compression.  The focus 
of this section is on the compression of the SAR azimuth 
response h . 
There are currently two categories of concepts in realizing 
the  azimuth correlation function described in the previous 
subsection.  The  first one uses a cross-correlation process 
where  a waveform which is an  estimate of the target  response 
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Fig. 17. Azimuth correlator architecture using distributed accumulator 
approach. 
I c t-- Oumrr 
Fig. 18. Azimuth  correlator  architecture using tapped  shift-register 
approach. 
is generated to serve as the  correlation reference function. The 
other category treats the SAR processing much as the signal 
processing for echo data received from a hear-phase-array 
radar. The ultimate long synthetic apertures are formed by 
several stages of array processing, each  forming a longer 
aperture  from  outputs of shorter ones. In this approach, 
pulse compression is accomplished without the generation of 
the explicit  target  response  waveform. 
The correlation between signal data and reference can be 
accomplished by either  a time-domain convolution process or 
a frequency-domain fast correlation approach. A usual time- 
domain convolver for one-dimensional signal correlation can 
assume either of two alternative forms:  the  distributed ac- 
cumulator or the tapped-shift register, as shown in Figs. 17 
and  18. For SAR data with severe range-curvature effect  [69], 
both correlators  illustrated in Figs. 17  and  18  incorporate 
appropriate  compensation  to  accommodate such a curved 
two-dimensional SAR response. The configuration in Fig. 17 
incorporates gating control to select the  appropriate  data 
samples. The configuration in Fig. 18  incorporates  extra 
shift-register cells and control to enable selection of the ap- 
propriate sets of data samples. The  two configurations shown 
in Fig. 18 exhibit the following differences: 1) the dynamic 
range requirement  for  the  accumulator memory cells is 
greater than  that  for  the  tapped shift-register data sample 
memory cells; and 2) the accumulator approach involves the 
passing of coefficients from channel to channel whereas the 
shift-register approach involves the passing of radar  data 
I CORNER I 
I I FORWARD TRANSFORM 
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FUNCTION 
INVERSE 
TRANSFORM 
t 
DETECTED SAR 
IMAGE 
Flg. 19. Frequency-domain  convolver  for SAR azimuth  correlation. 
samples from channel to channel.  Considerations on large- 
scale integration (LSI) implementation of such a correlator 
were discussed by Tyree [79]. 
The SAR correlation can also use the fast  Fourier  transform 
(FFT) as a means of reducing the  number of arithmetic 
operations relative t‘o the direct time-domain approach. After 
the range correlation is accomplished, a range “corner-turn” 
operation is done which changes sequential data access from 
the range dimension to the azimuth dimension. A functional 
block diagram of this approach is shown in Fig. 19. Note that 
the  transform involved can be any efficient linear transforma- 
tion  that  exhibits  the convolutional property. Applications of 
the  FFT  for SAR correlation were reported by Wu [82],  
Cumming [ 221, and Vant [8 I 1 ,  and the polynominal trans- 
form by Truong [ 78 1. 
The other  approach to SAR processing, which does not 
involve azimuth response waveform in an explicit manner, 
generally makes use  of the fact that the Doppler response 
given in (30) is quadratic. Synthetic-aperture processing thus 
resembles the compression of such  a linear FM or chirp signal. 
In this  section, we briefly describe two  such digital SAR- 
processing algorithms. 
A time derivative of the phase history in (30) provides a 
linear frequency and time relationship of the target response. 
The Doppler frequency response versus time  for multiple 
targets which are separated in azimuth but are at the same 
range is shown in Fig. 20(a). The finite response in time and 
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TARGETS M O C K S  
KIS TARGETS 
fig. 20. SAR processing by sweep  mixing and frequency  analysis: 
(a) Doppler responses to  multiple targets in azimuth; (b) sawtooth 
sweep to be mixed with the signal in (a); (C) frequency responses 
after  mixing. 
frequency for each point reflects the finite duration that a 
target is illuminated by the main radar beam. The finite  time 
duration and  Doppler bandwidth are  indicated by TD and B D ,  
respectively, in the figure. The composite signal return when 
mixed by  a coherent frequency-sweep  waveform, which is 
shown  in Fig. 20(b), results  in  a signal represented  in Fig. 20(c). 
SAR responses to targets at different locations are now re- 
solved into different frequency and time intervals. The fre- 
quency sweep covers a range over the radar PRF, which is 
always designed to be greater than  the Doppler bandwidth B D .  
The oversampling margin, which provides a corresponding time 
separation Ts between two responses of the same frequency, 
allows unambiguous resolution of such targets by selecting a 
proper data block for the frequency analysis. The block size 
must be between TD and the sum of Ts and T o .  Using the 
maximum allowable size,  a fraction Ts/(Ts + To) of  the 
frequency-transformed  results is valid. Overlapped blocks 
are then necessary to  provide continuous output in the azi- 
muth dimension. A two-dimensional radar map is produced 
by repeating this process for samples at different range posi- 
tions. The  technique described here is often referred to as the 
“deramp”  approach  and was reported by Brown e t  al. [ 15 1. 
One method, which is often referred to as the step-transform 
[59],  or  the subarray [80], can be used to simplify the 
arithmetic  operations of the  deramp  method described above. 
Instead of using a  block size which is greater than  the 
synthetic-aperture  length T o ,  the procedure is multistage and 
operates on a much smaller block of data at each stage. The 
idea is shown  in Fig. 21(a). Small data blocks and segmented 
sweeps are used. The frequency resolution which is directly 
related to  the spatial  resolution of targets is very coarse due to 
the small number of signal samples contained  in a data block 
Fig. 21. Illustration of the time and Doppler frequency relationship 
of the step transform  approach:  (a)  auto  mixing  with  segmented 
sawtooth sweeps; (b) time and frequency ranges for samples A ,  B,  
and C. 
(frequency  resolution is PRFIN  in  the first step of frequency 
analysis, where N is the size of block). Fine frequency and 
target resolution can be obtained by performing another level 
of analysis on  data samples from  different blocks but carrying 
the  coherent Doppler information of the same target area 
(see Fig. 21). Fig. 21(a)  shows the  frequency histories of 
several targets and  segmented sawtooth sweeps. The points 
used for  the second step of analysis are labeled A ,  E ,  and C in 
Fig. 21(b). Special conditions must be met for a good time- 
and-frequency  correspondence to perform  frequency trans- 
form  and analysis in the second step of operation.  The dashed 
grid in Fig. 21(b) provides that  the fine frequency of a given 
target, e.g., target 1 or  2, is fixed over the blocks. This condi- 
tion is met when there are equal numbers of blocks over the 
full synthetic aperture and numbers of frequency-resolution 
elements over the maximum  Doppler bandwidth. This  implies 
that  the size of the time block equals the square root of the 
product of the full aperture duration and the corresponding 
Doppler bandwidth [59]. Note that points A ,  E ,  and C in 
Fig. 21(b) can be in the same band of frequency resolution 
rather  than in the  stepped bands as shown, if a continuous long 
sweep such as the  one in Figs. 20(b) is applied. 
The  subarray type of processing approach  reported by 
Van de Lindt [80] is similar in principle to the multistaged 
approach shown above, The interpretation is viewed through 
the array-antenna synthesizing. At each stage of operation, a 
longer antenna aperture is synthesized based on the shorter 
ones produced  from  the previous  stage. It is required that  the 
arrays in  order to be synthesized in a higher level must all be 
pointing toward the same patch of target area in both the 
azimuth  and range distance  directions. 
The approaches described above differ in the number of 
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arithmetic  computations  and  the  complexity in processing 
control. In general, for  the case of large time-bandwidth 
product, the timedomain correlation is associated with the 
hghest degree of  arithmetic  omputation  and parallelism. 
The frequencydomain  fast correlation has potentially  the 
simplest control function for high-resolution processing. The 
multistage frequency analysis or subarray approach involves 
the least amount of arithmetic computation. The processing 
complexity issues are discussed in the  next subsection. 
C .  Processor Complexity Issues 
The  general  correlation and  architectural  concepts  for digital 
SAR processing have been described above. A major difficulty 
in realizing a digital SAR processing system for high-resolution 
and high-swath imaging is ma& associated with  the require- 
ment for  a very large amount of data  memory for line storage/ 
corner-turn or accumulation and a very-high-speed arithmetic 
computation requirement. The curvature effect is, in general, 
more severe for a spaceborne SAR than an airborne SAR be- 
cause of the larger value of V2/R, which is equivalent to  the 
centrifugal acceleration of the sensor relative to the target. 
The range curvature  requires that the azimuth response h l  
must be treated as a two-dimensional function. 
The  variation of Doppler  parameters is caused by the 
changing of the  tangential velocity of targets on Earth or 
planetary  surfaces due  to  the  rotation of the  planet. The 
change of tangential velocity affects  both  the Doppler  variation 
over the  swath because of the varying angle of incidence over 
the swath and the variation over different orbit positions or 
latitudes where the target surface speed is a  function of 
latitude. The rate of change of Doppler  parameters is inversely 
proportional  to  the radar frequency. Rapid change of correla- 
tion reference functions is therefore required in order to ob- 
tain highquality SAR imagery. 
The large number of memory storage and arithmetic units, 
and the added procedures to accommodate the severe-range 
curvature  and Doppler-variation effects,  both significantly 
impact the complexity of a digital SAR processor. A brief 
and simplified assessment of the arithmetic calculations re- 
quirement is given here. 
The complexity  of  a specific  digital SAR processing approach 
is characterized  by arithmetic  complexity and control-function 
complexity. The arithmetic  complexity  depends on a  number 
of factors, the most predominant being the throughput rate, 
the pulse-compression ratio, and the number of looks. The 
arithmetic-processing rate can be measured by the  product of 
the pixel rate  at  the  output of the processor and the  number 
of arithmetic operations required to produce each pixel. The 
pulse-compression factor of SAR azimuth correlation is equal 
to  the  ratio of the  synthetic-aperture  length  to  the  correspond- 
ing azimuth resolution. This is equal to the number of com- 
plex arithmetic  operations Kt 
d: 
ra 
Kt=-= W / 2 ( r a ) '  (33) 
where d: is the  azimuth  footprinted  on  the surface. For  a near- 
optimal SAR system,  the  echo window is nearly equal to  the 
separation  between pulses, and ra is equal  to half the physical 
aperture. The pixel rate P is very close to  the  bandwidth B of 
the  radar  transmitted pulses. Thus 
The arithmetic-complexity measure A T  is the product of KT 
and P ,  and is given by 
For  the  frequencydomain processing approach using the  FFT 
multistage processing, the  number of arithmetic  operations 
per pixel is approximated by 
and the  complexity measure Af is  given by 
(37) 
Equations (35) and (37) are  useful for  a quick assessment of 
the arithmetic complexity of the processor for various SAR 
systems. 
The control-function complexity is not easily quantifiable. 
In general, the control complexity increases as the system- 
performance requirements  (resolution, sidelobe levels, etc.) 
become more stringent. The SAR processor must include a 
controller which determines  accurately the parameters  re- 
quired for processing. These include exact description of the 
range history between the  radar  and  the  target, which  requires 
precise knowledge of the  orbital  and  attitude characteristics, as 
well as the surface  curvature and surface  velocity at  the  point 
of observation. Fig. 22 summarizes the  control  functions. 
Predictions of SAR Doppler processing parameters can be ob- 
tained from  the spacecraft state vectors, which are part of the 
ephemeris. Refinement of the processing parameters is then 
obtained by a feedback loop (clutterlock and autofocusing). 
Rapid updating of the  azimuth correlation  reference functions 
and range-curvature compensation  coefficient increases the 
complexity of the overall processor. 
D. Clutterlock and Autofocusing 
Clutterlock and autofocusing refer, respectively, to  the esti- 
mation of the ,instantaneous  Doppler frequency f D  and Dopp  
Ier frequency f D  at  the  center  of  antenna  azimuth beam based 
on the SAR received echo data. These two parameters define 
the basic response of the SAR system to  a point-target accord- 
ing to (30), and are crucial in computing the SAR correlator 
response to obtain  highquality SAR imagery. Since SAR 
response waveform based on a  quadratic phase function which 
has a linear frequency response over the time span represents 
the typical linear FM waveform, compression of such wave- 
form,  and  the  distortion  due  to mismatch in  the  frequency  and 
rate coefficients  are well known in radar signal processing, e.g., 
Cook [ 201. Quantitatively,  a mismatch  in the  center  frequen- 
cies f D  of the  echo response and the  correlator parameter re- 
sults in an apparent shift  in the target  position as  well as a loss 
in the  output  SNR;  and  a mismatch in fo results in a degraded 
radar resolution. 
These Doppler  parameters are solely determined by the 
relative-motion  characteristics  between the SAR sensor and 
the targets. They can be estimated accurately provided that 
precision orbit and attitude data of the spacecraft are given. 
The clutterlock and autofocusing are used primarily in cases 
where the available orbit  and  attitude predicts  are not  accurate 
enough to maintain a reference phase function  that meets the 
requirements  on image quality. 
(34) The  clutterlock  techniques in general make use of the fact 
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Fii. 22. Real-time SAR processor control  block diagram. 
that  the SAR antenna response in azimuth is nearly identical 
to the SAR Doppler spectral response due to a one-toane 
relationship between the radar perspective angle in the along- 
track  direction and the  instantaneous Doppler frequency  of a 
target. The Doppler frequency at the center of the antenna 
along-track beamwidth can be obtained by  evaluating the 
Doppler spectral pattern of the  echo. This method is subject 
to error because the  Doppler  spectral  pattern  obtained over a 
short period of time can  be affected  by  the presence of strong 
targets in the leading or trailing part of the antenna beam. 
More sophisticated  approaches based on  the response from  the 
same target area can attain  an accuracy on Doppler frequency 
estimate over a fiiite target  area to within  a few hertz ([ 83 I , 
1241). 
SAR systems are often designed to have a Doppler band- 
width measured over half-power points within 80 percent of 
the radar PRF. Since the Doppler  spectral pattem varies 
smoothly, an estimation accuracy of the Doppler center fre- 
quency to within a few percents of the PRF is adequate to 
meet most of the imagequality requirements. Accurate esti- 
mates are most promising for possible information-extraction 
applications, such as the determination of the SAR platform 
attitude  from SAR data  [84],  and ocean currents. 
The  autofocusing  technique estimtes the Doppler frequency 
rate  from SAR echo  data.  The mismatch in fD induces image 
blurring that can be detected by measuring the effective spatial 
bandwidth of the processed .image. In a multiple-look SAR 
correlator,  the mismatch in f D  can also be detected  from  the 
misregistration of the different single-look scenes. As a result 
of the linear FM waveform, it is easily derived that  the  amount 
of misregistration  between looks is linearly proportional  to  the 
mismatch of f D .  This method through multiple-look registra- 
tion is very effective but is subject to  the existence of clearly 
discernible targets to  obtain  the registration measures [ 63 1. 
E .  Existing  Ground-Based  Digital  Processors for  
Spaceborne SAR’s 
Seasat SAR has been the only available spaceborne high- 
resolution imaging radar for remote-sensing applications with 
digital data  handling. The tremendous interest in obtaining 
highquality SAR imagery and in quantitative data analysis 
using computers  prompted  the development of digital proces- 
sors for producing Seasat SAR imagery. Digital SAR correla- 
tors capable of producing imagery at a near-real-time data- 
acquisition rate were not possible due to  the need of a 
high-throughput processor that  met  the  stringent  computation 
and control  requirements discussed before.  Software-based 
SAR processors using programmable peripheral array proces- 
sors were first developed in the US. (Jet Propulsion Labora- 
tory)  and Canada (MacDonald, Detwiller and Associates), and 
then in Europe  (Royal Air Force, England)  and Japan (Nippon 
and Mitsubishi). A frequencydomain fast-correlation algo- 
rithm was the main approach in compressing the dispersed 
range and azimuth responses into a narrow pulse. The com- 
mercially available peripheral  array  processors such as the 
AP-120B manufactured by the Floating  Point  System  are used 
in computing  the  FFT  and  other vector processing at a much 
faster rate than that of a conventional general-purpose com- 
puter. The  commercial  array  processors in general have an 
adder  and a  multiplier  in parallel. The  hardware is designed to 
allow pipelined operations in those multipliers and adders as 
well as in other storage memory units. For vector processing 
where the procedure is highly repetitive and the data storage 
in memory is in form or arrays, this parallel and pipelined 
execution of data access and  arithmetic  units  at a rate of one 
set of such operations per machine-clock period allows a very 
high-throughput  capability.  A review of those  array processors 
for vector data processing is reported in a special issue of the 
IEEE COMPUTER magazine (Sept.  1981). 
The digital correlator currently existing at  JPL applies three 
parallel AP-120B array processors in performing the  FFT  fast 
correlation to  produce Seasat SAR imagery [86]. This system 
is called the Interim Digital SAR Processor (IDP). The IDP 
throughput is currently one five-hundredths of the real-time 
data-acquisition rate. Noting the fact that Seasat SAR calls 
for a compression ratio (number of samples required to be 
coherently integrated to compress the pulse and produce one 
output sample) of approximately 700 in range correlation and 
200 per each of the  four  looks in azimuth to produce a final 
pixel, and the pixel rate in real-time acquisition is approxi- 
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mately 2.4 million pixels/s, the  current system is, nevertheless, 
still a very cost-effective approach. The IDP System currently 
produces  a digital 100-km X 100-km Seasat SAR  frame  in 
about 2 h. Some of the digital products are shown in this 
paper. 
The Canadian processor, developed by MacDonald Detwiller 
and Associates (MDA) is described by Bennett [SI.  The FFT 
fast  correlation  in conjunction with an AP-120B array  proces- 
sor is applied in the MDA system. Software implementations 
of frequencydomain fast correlation were also made on the 
CRAY-1 computer [65] and other general-purpose computers 
[9] ,  [641, [ 5 8 ] .  A  summary of various SAR processor de- 
velopment was reported by Guignard [ 43 ]. 
F .  Future Developments 
Digital data processing for  spaceborne SAR sensors generally 
requires a large number of arithmetic  computations  and very 
involved processing control  functions  to  produce a  meaningful 
size of image. Future  spaceborne SAR flights  certainly  require 
a fast throughput and accurate processing system to support 
experiments aimed at applications for real-time environment 
observation, especially ocean and ice. A  real-time  digital  SAR 
processor thus is the development goal, and is being pursued 
in the U.S., Canada, the  European Space Community,  and 
Japan. 
SAR processing algorithms and knowledge of peculiarities in 
the  control  functions  for  spaceborne SAR data are much 
better established now  than prior to  the  launch of Seasat SAR. 
Implementation of a real-time SAR processor involves trade- 
offs between cost and functional flexibility, arithmetic accu- 
racy, and other  performance  requirements. We expect  he 
costeffectiveness of a digital SAR processor will continuously 
benefit from advancement in electronics technology. Specific 
areas that are  applicable to  future SAR processor  development 
include: the computer-aided design (CAD) techniques  for 
custom very-large-scale integrated circuits (VLSI) and gate- 
array logics, faster and more compact  memory devices as well 
as peripheral  array  processors, distributed processing tech- 
niques, etc. This list covers a wide spectrum of advanced 
electronics technology development, even though  the  quantity 
of SAR processors that may be manufactured is quite  limited. 
Real-time digital SAR processor  development  would definitely 
contribute in the area of electronics  applications and dis- 
tributed system  techniques.  A discussion on  the  trend  of 
radar-signal processing development is more thoroughly pre- 
sented by Brookner [ 131. 
Development in the next decade may still be focused on 
ground-based SAR processors. A real-time spacecraft on- 
board SAR processor is feasible provided that  1)  the processing 
operations can be handled by a  system  within the  speed, 
volume, and power constraints; and 2) the required applica- 
tions  and  the range of flexibility  are well defined. 
v. OPTICAL PROCESSING OF SPACEBORNE S A R  DATA 
Optical techniques  for processing SAR data were developed 
primarily in the 1960's. Since that time, there have been no 
major developments of new techniques. One reason for the 
lack of further  development has been the emphasis on digital 
techniques,  with  the  inherent advantages of accuracy and 
adaptability.  Another reason is that  the  state of the art in the 
optical technology used in conventional processors has not 
progressed significantly,  and  major improvements did not 
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Fa. 24. Configuration of a simplified optical correlator system. 
appear feasible. However, recent  interest  in  the applications of 
spaceborne SAR, has led to renewed emphasis on SAR data 
processor development, both digital and optical. The primary 
effort  in digital techniques is centered  on  throughput improve- 
ment, while the emphasis in optical systems is the reduction 
of size, weight, and  power consumption  for remote-site or  on- 
board processing applications. 
A .  Conventional Optical Processing 
The phase history generated by a point target (Figs. 3-5) is 
similar to a  Fresnel-zone  plate.  This fact makes  SAR data  nat- 
ural candidates for optical processing. A basic introduction 
to optical processing of SAR data is given by Goodman [41] ; 
see also [ 5 1 ] . Since the phase function is quadratic in both 
dimensions, it diffracts a coherent plane wave, illuminating it 
into a converging beam that will focus at a point. Unfortu- 
nately, the converging wave will come to a focus at differ- 
ent distances from the zone plate for the range and azimuth 
directions. These distances are referred to  as the range and 
azimuth focal  lengths, respectively. They are shown graphically 
in Fig. 23, and  they are  expressed in  terms of the  radar system 
parameters. 
An important  point to note is the  dependence of the  azimuth 
focal length on range. Not only is the azimuth focal length 
different  from  the range focal  length, but it varies linearly with 
range  dimension.  This  linear  variation can be  compensated for 
by using a  conical lens. Manufacturing such lenses is difficult, 
however, and a cylindrical lens rotated about the horizontal 
axis leads to  the same compensation. One of the simpler con- 
figurations for an optical correlator is shown in Fig. 24. A 
cylindrical  lens in range is placed so that  its  input focal  plane 
occurs at the zone-plate range focus, therebv collimating the 
wavefronts of all targets.  A  second  cylindrical lens is used  in  a 
similar manner in azimuth.  The lens is rotated so that  its  input 
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focal  plane  coincides with  the  tilted focal  plane of the  azimuth 
phase histories. Now both dimensions are collimated, Le., 
imaged at  infinity,  and a  spherical  lens placed behind the cylin- 
ders will focus  both dimensions  in its back  focal plane. 
B. Optical Cowelator System Description 
The configuration of the Seasat and SIR-A processors with 
the tilted-lens mode of operation is shown in Fig. 25. A con- 
focal,  spherical  lens  pair, called the range telescope, images the 
range and azimuth focal planes. A three-lens cylindrical tele- 
scope demagnifies the azimuth dimension. An auxiliary lens 
pair  composed of a tilted  azimuth cylinder and a  vertical azi- 
muth cylinder  are  used at  the  output of the  azimuth telescope 
to bring the azimuth image into coincident focus with the 
range image. Frequency filtering and range-migration correc- 
tion are done  at  the back  focal  plane of the f i t  spherical  lens 
by a combination of cylindrical lenses. A relay lens magnifies 
an intermediate image onto  the  output Tim drive. The spatial 
fiiter is composed of a  microscope  objective lens and a  pinhole. 
The pinhole is located  at  the back  focal point of the objective, 
blocking out spatial noise in the laser beam. Thus a “clean” 
diverging spherical wave emerges from  the filter. 
The  collimator is composed of two elements. The first ele- 
ment is a  convex-concave negative lens and  the  second  element 
is a plano-convex lens. When the  aperture of the  input  lens is 
illuminated by the diverging wave from  the  filter,  the  outpuj 
will be a plane wave which is then reflected through a 90 
bend  by  mirror M I  toward mirror M2, the first element of the 
primary optical system. Mirror M2 bends the beam through 
another 90’ angle and can be adjusted to provide an offset 
illumination angle in range and/or azimuth. It is desirable to 
have the center frequency of the spatial frequency band in 
both dimensions aligned with the optical axis to insure opti- 
mum use of the lens apertures. Thus if a signal film has equal 
positive and negative frequencies in both range and azimuth, 
the  center of the band is zero frequency in both dimensions. 
Hence, the film should be illuminated with an on-axis beam. 
However, if the data have equal positive and negative fre- 
quencies in  azimuth  but  run  from 0 to some positive frequency 
in range,  a range offset would be used. This case is the  normal 
mode of operation. 
The  input film drive transports  the signal film to be processed. 
The optical axis position of the film drive is determined by 
the range focal length of the signal fiim. The range telescope 
is a confocal spherical lens pair. Spatial frequency spectrum 
of the  data occurs at  the back  focal plane. An expanded view 
of the  frequency plane optics is shown in Fig. 26. 
The  frequency plane fiiter is used to block all light outside 
the  bandwidth of the  data  to be processed. Two pairs of knife 
edges in range and azimuth are adjusted to the rectangular 
aperture corresponding to the range and azimuth bandwidth. 
Since illumination offset is used to bring the center of the 
bandwidth along the  optical axis, the rectangle will, in general, 
be centered  about  the  optical axis. 
The  shift lens, also located  at  the  frequency plane, is a cylin- 
drical lens with power  in the  azimuth direction. I t  is used for 
films with azimuth focal lengths that are too long to allow 
processing (without the shift lens). The shift lens does not 
reduce the  tilt angle of the  azimuth focal  plane but  translates 
it in the negative direction (opposite the direction of light) 
along the optical axis. Rotation of the shift lens about the 
optical axis introduces positive or negative range walk depend- 
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Fig. 25. Details of the Seasat SAR and SIR-A  optical  correlator. 
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Fig. 26. Frequency plane optics showing the  frequency  filter,  the 
curvature compensation, and the walk correction  elements. 
ing on the direction of rotation. This adjustment is used to 
remove range walk. A positive and negative azimuth cylindrical 
lens pair is located immediately after  the  shift lens. The lenses 
will introduce positive or negative range curvature when ro- 
tated in opposite directions about  the  horizontal axis perpen- 
dicular to  the  optical axis. This adjustment is used to remove 
range  curvature. 
The second range telescope  lens is identical to  the first with 
its orientation with respect to light direction reversed. It is 
located so that  its  input focal  plane  coincides with  the  output 
focal plane of the  f ist  lens. This combination forms a tele- 
scope  with  one-to-one  magnification. 
The azimuth telescope is a three-lens cylindrical telescope 
used to  demagnify the  azimuth image. The  azimuth image will 
usually occur within  a  few  inches of the  output focal  plane of 
the last lens. The demagnification setting is adjusted so that 
the  azimuth scale factor of the image center  matches  the range 
scale factor. 
A cylindrical lens pair is located immediately after  the azi- 
muth telescope. The first is tilted  about  the  horizontal  through 
its center perpendicular to the optical axis. The angle corre- 
sponds to the angle of the azimuth focal plane. This  lens 
collimates the azimuth phase histories, removing the focal- 
length variation with range. The second  lens  refocuses the 
phase histories to its back  focal  plane  which is coincident  with 
the range  focus.  This  plane contains an intermediate image of 
the SAR focused  data. 
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A  relay  lens is used to magnify the  intermediate image onto 
the output fiim drive. The magnification factor is normally 
set so that  the  output image will have a  specified scale factor. 
C. Special Considerations for Spaceborne  SAR Data 
Rocessing 
1 )  Extensive Phase Histories in Range and  Azimuth: In or- 
der to reduce  peak  power, spaceborne radars usually transmit 
frequency-modulated long pulses, resulting in a high time- 
bandwidth  product of the chirp to be  recorded. Since the  data 
record will eventually  be  recorded  in  a  two-dimensional  raster 
format, a high sweep linearity will be required in the range 
dimension. The accuracy is approximately the reciprocal of 
the time-bandwidth product. In the case of Seasat, the ac- 
curacy required was approximately 1 part in 1000. Only the 
highest precision type of recorder can normally achieve such 
accuracy. The CRT type of recorder used for Seasat required 
the addition of a digitally controlled correction signal to  the 
basic sweep signal. 
The large slant range at which spaceborne SAR's operate 
gives rise to a large azimuth phase history with a high time- 
bandwidth  product. As in the case of the range dimension, the 
azimuth dimension must be recorded linearly to an accuracy 
approximately  equal to  the reciprocal of the time-bandwidth 
product. In the case of Seasat, this number was about 1 part 
in 4000 for a single-look resolution of 6 m. 
The  linearity of the recording  in azimuth must  be such  that 
the focal length  for a given slant range remains constant as the 
spacecraft  velocity changes. Since the  orbit is circular, the 
radar is accelerating toward  the target as it passes over it. This 
causes the effective velocity to be lower than  the  actual  tan- 
gential or  orbital velocity. It can be shown  that  the effective 
velocity is proportional to the  orbital velocity  according to the 
relationship 
veff = IJ Earth radius orbit radius x vorb. 
This poses an interesting problem when we try to maintain 
accurate focus simultaneously with a constant azimuth scale 
factor since the ground  velocity  (of the  antenna  footprint) 
- Earth radius 
- orbit radius x verb (39) 
The differences in focus and scale factor are usually small 
enough to ignore. The long phase histories have long focal 
lengths  in range and  azimuth, requiring  unreasonably  long 
optical  path lengths or  the  addition of shift lenses. A combi- 
nation range- and azimuth-shift lens was required for Seasat 
to reduce  the  optical  path lengths to an acceptable level. The 
shift lens was also used as the range-walk correction lens. 
Corrections for severe range walk cause focal shifts which  must 
be compensated  for. 
The  combination of large phase histories and large numbers 
of range-resolution cells leads to a requirement  for large optical 
apertures  at high resolution.  The  number of input  data  points 
in range was approximately 13 000 for Seasat, several times 
that of the best CRT recording systems. Such  resolutions are 
obtainable by laser-beam recording techniques. However, not 
many coherent optical correlators are capable of processing 
such a high space-bandwidth product (6000). The system for 
processing Seasat data described earlier does have a 10 000 
space-bandwidth product  in  each dimension, but  the  recorder 
used was a CRT  recorder  with  only  about a 1500  product. 
2 )  Range Curvature and Walk Corrections: While only very- 
high-resolution or long-wavelength airborne SAR systems re- 
quire  range-migration (combination of curvature  and walk) 
compensation,  spaceborne SAR systems generally will because 
of the  long  slant range involved. The Seasat  SAR range curva- 
ture was on  the  order of 5 resolution cells, and  the walk was 
sometimes over 100 resolution cells. The basic technique for 
correction of range curvature and range walk was described 
earlier. Since the relative change in  slant range for spaceborne 
SAR systems is usually small, a single curvature correction is 
usually accurate  for a near-circular orbit. However, range-walk 
compensation may have to be updated several times  within the 
range swath. This update  rate will increase with  attitude 
errors,  resolution  improvements,  and slant-range increase. 
3) Doppler Tracking: Since spacecraft velocities are so great 
compared to aircraft  velocities, it is desirable to use narrower 
beamwidths to reduce  the Doppler bandwidth and hence the 
PRF. This narrowing of beam usually necessitates some type 
of Doppler tracking system since attitude changes and planet 
rotation will cause Doppler shifts that are significant when 
compared to the bandwidth. At higher frequencies, such as 
X-band, the Doppler shifts may often be an order of magni- 
tude greater than the bandwidth, or many times the PRF. 
While Doppler tracking in an optical system is conceptually 
easy, the system becomes very complicated when trying to 
maintain accurate  focus and location. 
The actual Doppler spectrum is displayed in the frequency 
domain of the range telescope. Energy centroid  detectors  or a 
pair of detectors placed on either side of Doppler centroid 
peak may be used to determine  the  center,  or  at least detect 
when the spectrum is centered. As the spectrum drifts off 
center, an error signal could be generated to drive the input 
mirror so that  the illumination angle would change and  recen- 
ter  the  spectrum.  Such a  system would have to be capable of 
following  a  Doppler drift  out  to  PRF/2  and  then rapidly  shift 
back a  whole PRF  to  the  next ambiguity spectrum coming into 
the bandpass of the  optical system. The system  should have a 
time  constant of several synthetic  apertures so that  it will be 
insensitive to terrain  chmges.  Furthermore,  to prevent  blurring 
of the output image, the output mirror must be shifted syn- 
chronously  in the opposing  direction to maintain the tracking 
velocity of the  output Tim drive. 
4) Geomem'c Correction and Location Determination: The 
conversion of slant  range to ground range is not as difficult for 
spaceborne SAR systems as it is for airborne systems for a 
given swath  width. A much smaller beam covers a given swath 
width  on  the ground. In  the case of Seasat, the  total incidence 
angle change was about 6', resulting in a relative ground range 
scale change of about 28 percent. Breaking the data up into 
four  swaths resulted  in an  error of about k3.5 percent  at each 
quarter-swath edge when the  ground range scale at  the  center 
was correct.  The use of a nonlinear output film plane or dis- 
tortion optics could conceivably be used to compensate for 
the residual error, but loss of resolution would most likely 
occur. 
Doppler centroid  drifts  from  zero Doppler cause a parallelo- 
gram-type skew in  azimuth  proportional  to  the Doppler angle. 
A  rectangular pattern  on  the ground will be imaged to a paral- 
lelogram where the cross-track sides are not perpendicular to 
the  swath  direction.  Compensation  for  such skew can be  com- 
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pensated for as part of the Doppler tracking system,  but  the 
restrictions  on mirror  positions and angular positional  accuracy 
are severe. 
Accurate  location is a  difficult  problem for  spaceborne SAR’s 
in general, and there are additional problems in the conven- 
tional optical systems. Usually, there are no positional ref- 
erences. Thus relative  positions of input  data,  output recording 
film, and all optical elements must be precisely maintained. 
The ability to accommodate image shifts caused by orbital 
variations,  timing changes, and  attitude errors is very  complex. 
A  very precise and  adaptable  timing  transfer system is required 
to maintain accurate reference of the input data to a time 
base during  the processes of film recording and  correlation to 
imagery. Some  type of reference  fiducial  must  be  generated in 
the imagery, and a  computer-generated list of locations of the 
marks must be made. The experience with Seasat has shown 
that it is difficult to obtain  absolute  location-to within  a few 
kilometers-in this type of system. 
5)  Calibration: There are several potential error sources in 
an  optical processing system which can contribute to calibra- 
tion problems for a SAR system. In film recording, the dif- 
fraction efficiency is highly sensitive to recording spot size, 
exposure, and development process. All of these parameters 
must  be  maintained constant to provide  reasonable  calibration. 
Within the  correlator itself,  spatial and  temporal variations of 
illumination  intensity will contribute errors. The  development 
process of the  output image film and  subsequent copies, again, 
contributes errors. The use of reference  calibration signals can 
help reduce the errors from the above sources. If a known 
signal is input into the system, it should undergo the same 
transfer function as the data, and thus variations due to the 
processing system  could  be  removed from  the  output imagery. 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to make a reference signal with 
characteristics identical to those of the  radar data. Noise can 
be bandwidth  limited  in range to simulate the chirp spectrum, 
but  azimuth filtering to simulate the  antenna  pattern is a  com- 
plex process. Efforts to calibrate Seasat data using a series of 
calibrated noise steps resulted in  errors of up  to 2 dB contri- 
buted  by  the processor.  These  errors were in  addition to those 
of the sensor, data  link,  and data-recording  system. 
D. Areas of Current  Research and Development in Optical 
Processing 
As mentioned previously, the primary emphasis in optical 
processing system research and development has been placed 
on size, power, and weight reduction. Conventional optical 
systems have the capability of running  at real-time rates, but 
the use of film as an input and output medium makes the 
processors large, nonrepeatable,  and slow with respect to real- 
time  turnaround.  Recent developments of spatial light modu- 
lators (SLM’s) have supplied an acceptable replacement for 
fdm as the  input medium to  the system. Two basic types of 
processors are described below. The first type simply uses a 
two-dimensional SLM as the input, and employs the simple 
range cylinder  with  tilted  azimuth cylinder correlator described 
earlier. The second type is quite  different, using a onedimen- 
sional acoustic-optic cell input with a charge-coupled device 
(CCD) array detector  at  the  output. 
1) Two-Dimensional, Spatial Light  Modulator  Correlator: A 
schematic representation of a  two-dimensional correlator using 
an SLM input is depicted in Fig. 27. The system shown uses a 
I 
Fig. 27. Schematic 
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of a onedimensional SAR correlator using spatial 
tight-modulator  input. 
laser scanning system to write the data in raster format on 
the SLM. Other  types of writing systems could be used such 
as a  CRT or  an LED array with a  slow mirror scan in  azimuth. 
Such write systems are complex and limit the reduction of 
system  power,  weight, and size. 
A number of SLM’s have been  developed by  industry,  but  the 
prime candidates are the  Itek PROM (Pockel’s readout  optical 
modulator)  and  the Hughes LCLV (liquid-crystal light valve). 
At this point in time, the PROM appears to be more useful 
because of  its higher  storage time  (tens of seconds  as opposed 
to about 1  00-ms  decay time  for  the LCLV). The higher stor- 
age time is necessary to obtain sufficient synthetic-aperture 
buildup.  A CCD-addressable LCLV is currently  under develop- 
ment  at Hughes. Such a device would eliminate the need for 
the input scanning system. A full frame of data is directly 
inputted  into a CCD storage array which is part of the LCLV 
structure  and subsequently strobed  onto  the liquid-crystal 
material. It  must  then be processed before decay occurs. This 
two-dimensional approach is especially attractive for systems 
requiring additional data processing such as image spectrum 
analysis or feature recognition. A coherent two-dimensional 
image is present at  the  output,  and  subsequent processing 
operations can be easily added. 
2) Hybrid  Acoustooptic/CCD  Correlator: Recent devel- 
opment of two key components have made possible a very 
small, lightweight,  low-power, yet high-performance  data- 
processing system. Psaltis [681 at  he California Institute 
of Technology has developed a conceptual design for a two- 
dimensional data processor using laser diode illumination, 
acoustooptic  (A-0) cell data  input,  and a CCD detector array 
for the output. Recent development of the laser diodes and 
CCD array detectors has  made the scheme feasible and  attrac- 
tive for various  applications. The A-O cell technology  has 
been well developed for  some time. 
The processing scheme is a hybrid approach in that range 
correlation is performed spatially as in a conventional system 
while azimuth  correlation is performed  temporally as in  a 
time-domain convolution processor. The  operation of the sys- 
tem is shown in Fig. 28. A radar  echo  or  PRF line is launched 
into  the A-O cell. The  length of cell (in microseconds) corre- 
sponds to  the  length of the range  line to be processed. When 
the  echo is fully in  the cell, the laser diode is strobed  with a 
pulse short enough to “freeze” the echo. The light is colli- 
mated  in  the range  dimension so that range compression  occurs 
through diffraction, much the same way it does in a conven- 
tional optical correlator. The range focal plane, which occurs 
at  some distance from  the cell, is imaged in range onto  the CCD 
array  with the light uniformly dispersed in the vertical or 
azimuth direction.  Each vertical column of the CCD array 
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Fig. 28. Schematic of a possible optical SAR processor using a one- 
dimensional  acoustooptical input  and a CCD  array output. 
corresponds to a  line of constant range (neglecting range 
curvature). As new range lines come in, rows of  data are 
shifted  downward.  The transmission mask in front of the CCD 
array contains  the  azimuth reference function.  The mask and 
the  detector are  analogous to a  time-domain azimuth correlator. 
Each CCD detector element, in conjunction with its corre- 
sponding value of the reference function, is a  multiplier/accu- 
mulator.  Thus a 300-by-500 array  performs 150 000 multiplies 
and  adds every PRF line. By the  time a particular  target  shifts 
from  the  top  to  the  bottom of the  array,  it has  been  fully  cor- 
related with the reference function and hence “compressed.” 
Once the mask is generated (the mask can be computer 
generated and written  on a film recorder),  the  nominal refer- 
ence function has been fixed. However, adjustments  for 
“focus” can be  made over quite a large range by simply chang- 
ing the shift rate in the CCD array so that  the FM rate of in- 
coming data will match  the mask. 
Furthermore, Doppler offsets, range walk, and range curva- 
ture can be easily accommodated. Since the  input video data 
are placed on a  carrier (the  center  frequency of the A-O cell is 
usually in the 70- to 80-MHz region), the carrier frequency can 
be offset to null out  the Doppler frequency. A given Doppler 
offset will correspond to a specific range walk. Range walk is 
caused by  targets  shifting slightly (in  the  horizontal direction) 
as they pass through  the  antenna beam.  This causes the targets 
to cross range cell columns in the  detector. A  simple rotation 
of the array will afford  exact tracking of the target  trajectories. 
Although range curvature  does not usually occur in the  azimuth 
integration period that  current CCD devices can accommodate, 
it can be easily corrected for by rotated cylindrical lenses in 
much  the same way it was done in the Seasat optical processor. 
The above architecture is also highly modular in every dimen- 
sion.  Arrays can be stacked  in range for increased  swath width. 
Since the  output is complex, they can be stacked in azimuth 
to provide either higher resolution or more looks. They can 
also be  stacked in operating-bias level to provide increased 
dynamic range. 
Research and development in the  detector array field is quite 
active in industry, and the system performance will improve 
along with CCD array  improvements.  Texas Instruments is 
expecting to have a  1200-by-1 200 device on  the  market within 
the next two years. This device, which is essentially a single 
chip a few centimeters on a side, would be performing well 
over lo9  multiplies/s in the above system and could accom- 
modate  10” multiplies/s if required. 
VI. POST-IMAGE-FORMATION PROCESSING 
After  the  correlation  step,  the  radar  data are  in  a two-dimen- 
sional image format, similar to a regular photograph. However, 
a number of processing steps are  still  required to  achieve radio- 
metric and geometric calibration. The radiometric-calibration 
step involves corrections  for  antenna  pattern shading, range-to- 
surface  variation, and  other  known nonlinear processes in the 
sensor and correlator. The purpose of this  step is to have the 
intensity of each pixel directly proportional (or related by a 
known  function)  to  the surface backscatter cross section. The 
geometric calibration step involves adjustment of the spatial 
location of each pixel in the image such  that it could  be  super- 
imposed on a well-defined cartographic grid. 
A number of other post-image-formation processing tech- 
niques have also been  used as a first step to facilitate  informa- 
tion  extraction.  Some of these  techniques  are reviewed in  this 
section. They are texture analysis, speckle statistics, registra- 
tion  to visible and IR images, color coding, and  stereo imaging. 
Some of these techniques are still at  an early stage of develop- 
ment; however, they seem to have good potential. 
A .  Geometric Calibration 
The SAR uses the time delay and the Doppler (or phase) 
history to locate a particular target on  the surface relative to 
the satellite orbit. These two measurements  are not  dependent 
on  the satellite attitude, which is the case with passive sensors. 
For the SAR, the determination of pixel location is mainly 
dependent on the accuracy of knowledge of the spacecraft 
location,  on  the  internal timing of the signals, and on  the char- 
acterization of the processing algorithm.  A  detailed analysis of 
the  effects of the  different  error sources was  given by  Curlander 
and  Brown [ 251 and Curlander [ 231. Based on  the analysis of 
Seasat SAR data over a number of sites, they concluded that 
pixels can be located with an absolute accuracy better than 
200 m (i.e., 8 resolution elements). This is definitely not a 
basic limit. With a  more  favorable  illumination  geometry 
(larger  incidence angle) and  tighter  requirements  on  the  ephem- 
eris accuracy, absolute accuracy down to  about a few tens  of 
meters or a  few resolution elements is definitely  feasible. 
B. Radiometric Calibration 
Radiometric calibration involves correction  to  the image 
such  that  the surface backscatter cross section can be derived 
directly from the image pixels’ intensity. Depending on the 
application, different levels of calibration  are  desired. In some 
cases, only relative calibration of pixels in a scene or relative 
calibration between images taken  at different  times is needed. 
In  other cases absolute calibration is necessary. 
Errors  due to  the sensor  elements can be corrected  by: 1) con- 
tinuously monitoring the level of the transmitted signal and 
the transfer  function. of the receiver; 2 )  measuring the  antenna 
radiation pattern before launch and making ground receiver 
measurements  during the  flight;  and 3) measuring the transfer 
function of the ground processor. Preliminary analysis con- 
ducted using the Seasat SAR data indicates that rms relative 
temporal calibration between different passes over the same 
area is kO.5  dB [Held and Croft, private communication] ; 
however, more research  in  this area is still required. 
Another factor which plays an important role in the SAR 
calibration is the presence of speckle. The  coherent noise will 
add uncertainty to  the measured intensity of a specific pixel as 
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Fig. 29. Stereo pair images of the island of Cephalonia in Greece, ac- 
quired with the SIR-A. The angle of convergence is only 5’. This 
still  allows  stereo  observation. 
discussed earlier. In order to minimize the ratio of the stan- 
dard deviation to  the mean intensity, a large number of looks 
must be acquired. This, in turn, will degrade the resolution. 
Thus a  tradeoff  must be made between  spatial resolution  and 
“radiometric resolution.” This has been discussed by Moore 
[611. 
C. Texture Analysis 
One of the  features which is used in the analysis of an image 
is its  texture.  The  texture is defiied as the spatial  variation  in 
the image brightness on  the scale of a few tens of resolution 
elements. 
A number of researchers have developed and  used  analytical 
techniques to  study  and classify texture in  radar images. Shan- 
mugan et al. [ 751 and Blom and Daily [ 101 used spectral 
analysis to classify geologic units based on  their  texture in the 
radar image. Blom and Daily [ 101 used a processing technique 
of splitspectrum to enhance the identification of geologic 
structures in radar images. In this technique  they generated a 
false-color image where the hue is proportional to the low- 
frequency spatial components of the image spectrum  and 
the  intensity is proportional  to  the high-frequency  spatial 
components. 
D. Speckle  Statistical  Properties 
The speckle in  the  radar image is a  result of the  interaction 
of the  coherent electromagnetic wave with  a  rough  surface. It 
is basically the interference pattern resulting from the com- 
bination of the  returns  from  the different scattering  points  on 
the surface. Thus  the statistical properties of the speckle as a 
function of the observing frequency are dependent  on  the sur- 
face roughness. 
In his paper, Jain [46] used the decorrelation properties of 
the speckle as a function of the  radar  frequency  to derive the 
rms  height of ocean waves imaged with  the SAR. If the wave 
height is small, a slight change in the observing frequency 
will induce only slight change in the speckle pattern, i.e., high 
correlation. If the wave height is large, a slight change in the 
observing frequency will completely change the speckle pat- 
tern, implying strong decorrelation. This technique is of par- 
ticular interest because it will extend the capability of SAR 
use in observing oceansurface wave patterns. 
E. Multisensors Registration 
The  radar provides an image of the surface scattering prop- 
erties in  the microwave region. Thus  the  combination of radar 
images with visible/IR images will provide us with a more 
complete  picture of the surface scattering  and emission prop- 
erties over most of the electromagnetic spectrum which is 
accessible to spaceborne  remote sensors. 
The digital registration of radar data (airborne and space- 
borne) to Landsat data was reported by Daily et  al. [27] and 
Blom and Daily [ l o ] .  This required a good deal of effort  for 
a number of reasons: 1) the data were taken from different 
platforms,  and 2) the  two  types of sensors have different imag- 
ing geometry (i.e., radar uses a range-time format, while  Land- 
sat uses an angle-angle format in the image formation). The 
foreshortening in the  radar images makes it particularly com- 
plicated to register accurately images of surfaces with extensive 
topographic change. 
The analysis of the combined Seasat-Landsat images pro- 
vided encouraging results. Blom and Daily [ 101 analyzed the 
combined images of the San Rafael Swell region in eastern 
Utah. They found that the addition of the Seasat data im- 
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Fig. 30. Seasat (a) and Landsat (b) images of the Appalachians near 
comer. The  pattern of “noses”  formed  by  the  mountains and valleys 
Harrisburg, PA. The Susquehanna River is visible in the upper right 
represents  plunging  structures  formed by  the  folded layers, 
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Fig. 31. Seasat  image of cultivation  fields around Ames,  IA. 
proved the lithographic classification capability from 59 per- 
cent  with Landsat  alone to 72 percent  with  the  combined  data 
set. 
F. Stereo Imaging 
The  radar sensor can provide stereo images in  a manner simi- 
lar to visible sensors. In this case, two orbital passes are re- 
quired such  that  two images of the same area can  be  acquired 
with two incidence angles. 
In the case of Seasat and SIR-A, only limited stereo capa- 
bility was possible. Because the look angle was fixed, small 
convergence-angle stereo was acquired in limited cases when 
a  certain area was observed in  the  far edge of the  swath  on  one 
orbital pass and in the near edge of the  swath  on  another  orbit. 
Fig. 29 shows such a pair of images. 
W. DATA INTERPRETATION TECHNIQUES AND 
APPLICATIONS 
The  tone of the  radar image is a representation of the  surface 
backscatter cross section, which in turn is a function of the 
surface slope,  its roughness at  the scale of the  radar wavelength, 
and its complex dielectric constant. For relatively long radar 
wavelengths, the volumetric  properties of the near-surface 
region also play a  role  in the  backscatter  return. 
The  interpretation of the SAR images and raw data is based 
on three types of information: 1) geometric patterns, forms, 
and  shapes; 2) image tone  and  texture;  and 3) coherency prop- 
erties, such as speckle statistics and Doppler shift. Examples 
of the f i t  one are  lineaments, folds, dunes, drainage patterns, 
cultivation fields boundaries, ocean-wave patterns,  current 
boundaries, ice flows, etc. These patterns, forms, and shapes 
are interpreted  in a way similar to  that used  with regular pho- 
tography. Fig. 30 shows  a Seasat SAR and a  Landsat image of 
the  folded Appalachians  near Harrisburg, PA. The folded 
structures, a series of anticlinal and synclinal features, are 
clearly recognizable on  both images for  the same reason, i.e., a 
recognizable variation of image tone in an organized pattern 
which, from field experience, is usually  associated with folding 
of geologic strata. 
Image tone  and  texture are primarily a function of the sur- 
face roughness and subresolution small-scale topography, the 
surface complex dielectric constant,  and surface variations on 
the scale of few resolution elements. The dielectric constant 
variation is most useful in the study of vegetated and moist 
surfaces. The  tonal  and  textural  data  on  the  radar image pro- 
vide new information  that is not available with optical or IR 
photography. Interpretation of the data  requires an under- 
standing of the  interaction of microwaves with natural surfaces 
[ 741 , [ 11 ] . Fig. 3 1 shows  a Seasat SAR image of cultivation 
fields  in  Central  Iowa. The  tonal variations  in the SAR  image 
are not directly correlated with the tonal variations observed 
on Landsat images. This shows that the surface properties 
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Fii. 32. Seasat image of Central Jamaica. The Blue Mountains in east- 
ern Jamaica represent a praEocene igneous and metamorphic com- 
plex. They show as coarse texture. Younaer limestones cover most 
karst to-wgraphy’which  shows as bf the rest of the island and form 
fme  denture. 
have different  effects  on  the response of each sensor. Work is 
presen.tly ongoing, mostly  at  the University of Kansas and JSC, 
on how to use these two types of data in a complementary 
way to improve the discrimination and  identification of crops. 
Fig. 32 is a Seasat SAR image of Jamaica. The area in the 
image is completely covered by vegetation. Variations in the 
image texture are clearly visible. These  variations  correlate 
well with the surface geology [28] .  The fine texture corre- 
sponds to limestone areas where the karst topography is well 
developed. The coarse texture corresponds to areas with 
igneous or  metamorphic rocks. The  topographic  texture is 
visible on  the  radar image because of the  strong sensitivity of 
the  backscatter  intensity  to variations  in the surface slope. 
The third type of information is unique to coherent radar 
sensors. The surface roughness and texture of the subresolu- 
tion scale leads to interference  patterns which  are  represented 
by the speckle  in the  radar image. The statistical properties of 
the speckle  are  related to the surface  geometric properties,  and 
recent research has been conducted  on deriving surface  height 
statistics,  particularly for ocean waves [ 461 , using the speckle 
decorrelation  properties as  a function of observation  frequency. 
The target motion  (for  example, ocean currents and waves, 
vessels, man-made  objects,  etc.) also has an effect  on  the 
Doppler shift of the echo. Research is ongoing to measure 
the surface motion magnitude  and spatial  distribution  from  the 
radar  data. 
The Seasat SAR data, and the recently  acquired SIR-A data, 
are being used in a number of applications  related to the  Earth 
and Ocean Sciences. In this section, we present a brief over- 
view of the main research results in the fields of geology, 
oceanography, glaciology, and  agriculture with some discussion 
about  future  potentials of the SAR sensor. 
A .  Geologic Mapping  Applications 
In geologic mapping applications, the SAR images are used 
to  detect, delineate,  map,  and identify features, patterns, 
shapes, albedo variations,  and texture variations,  and  their 
relative spatial relationship. The image brightness, which is a 
direct representation of the  intensity of the  radar backscatter, 
is mainly an effect of the surface slope, roughness (surficial 
and  volumetric), and  dielectric constant. 
On a  qualitative basis, radar images are interpreted in a way 
similar to  that used with regular photography [ 601 , [ 51 ,  [ 721. 
The  radar sensor  has the advantage that  the angle of illumina- 
tion, and to some extent the direction of illumination, are 
selectable. This is not the case with spaceborne visible and 
IR sensors where the geometry is completely fixed by the 
position of the Sun and the time of data acquisition. Proper 
illumination geometry is  of particular importance  for  structural 
mapping. Thus the radar and visible IR sensors will comple- 
ment each other by  providing different spectral  signatures  and 
illumination geometry. 
Quantitative analysis of the radar imaging albedo is some- 
what  more involved. Models have been developed, and to 
some extent tested, to relate surface roughness and dielectric 
constant to the radar return. However, there is still a need for 
appreciably more work to be able to interpret quantitatively 
the  albedo in radar images. 
Fig. 33 is a SAR image of the  central  part of the Dominican 
Republic. Fig. 34  shows  simplified interpretation maps of the 
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Rg. 33. Seasat image of the northeast part of the Dominican republic. 
Three major topographic units are visible. The youngest deposits of 
flat-lying soils and grounds  occupy the central  region. Tertiary lime- 
lower right region in the image. Cretaceous and older  volcanic  rocks 
stones that give rise to karst topography (fine texture) cover the 
underlie the more rugged mountainous basement in the rest of the 
image. 
lineaments  and the  texture  in  the  radar image.  Lineaments  are 
visible as an  abrupt,  spatially  linear, change in image  brightness 
[73] ,  in  texture (see Fig. 33),  in drainage-flow direction (see 
Fig. 33),  or  topography  (see Fig. 32). Linear  features  mapped 
on a  radar  image  must  be  verified  on  the  ground to  determine 
their  exact  nature. Large-scale linear  features  are  usually asso- 
ciated  with faulting. Variation  in  texture is usually  associated 
with change in lithology.  In Figs. 32 and  33, the fine  texture 
corresponds to  Tertiary limestone units which formed karst 
topography. The very coarse texture corresponds to  igneous 
and metamorphic units. The rest of the area corresponds to  
Quaternary  alluvium. 
In a detailed comparative analysis of the Seasat SAR and 
Landsat  images of the Pine  Mountain thrust region  near  Knox- 
ville, TN,  Ford [ 371  concluded  that  these  two  sensors  are  com- 
plementary  for  lineament mapping. The Seasat SAR seems to  
be superior because of the sensitivity of radar backscatter to  
surface  slope  change,  and  because  it  allows at least  two differ- 
ent illumination  directions.  However,  the use of both sensors 
does.allow  a  more  complete  mapping  capability. 
The spatial relationship of surface features is an  important 
geologic  indicator.  Fig.  35(a)  shows  the  radar  image of Central 
Ireland. This is a region 'covered with drumlins (elongated, 
well-defined hills) which are remnants of the glacial period. 
The  alignment of these hills reflects  the  retreat  pattern of the 
icesheet([38];seeFig.35(b)). 
Fig. 36 shows a simpler and more direct c a s  of identifica- 
tion based on  spatial  relationship. A very  bright  region is seen 
emanating from the bottom of a cone-shaped feature with a 
circular crater at the top. This occurs in a volcanic region 
north of Flagstaff, AZ. This  can  be  immediately  interpreted  as 
a  very  rough,  recent  lava  flow  emanating from  a well-defined 
cinder cone. A detailed analysis of radar images of volcanic 
fields is given by  Schaber et  al. [ 741. 
More subtle  features  could  be  enhanced  by  special  processing. 
Blom  and  Daily [ 101 used  color  enhancement of slight albedo 
and  texture  variations to  detect  and  delineate  a geologic struc- 
ture  in  the  Patrick Draw, WY. The geologic feature,  a subsur- 
face arch, was almost invisible on the surface. However, the 
surface  texture,which is mainly  controlled  by  the  drainage 
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Fig. 34. Simplified map of lineaments and texture observed in Fig. 33. 
(Courtesy of T. Dixon.) 
patterns, and the surface albedo, which is mainly affected by 
the vegetation cover, were  slightly affected  by  the regional sub- 
surface structure. Blom and Daily [ 101 used a digital com- 
bination of Seasat and Landsat images of the San  Rafael Swell 
region to enhance the capability of classifying the lithologic 
units in that region. 
Another  type of geologic feature, sand dune fields, was 
studied by Blom and Elachi [ 111. In this case, the surface 
consists of a number of smooth  tilted facets, and  the  scattering 
occurs primarily in the specular mode; that is, strong echoes 
are returned  from  the dunes’ facets  that are properly  oriented 
(e.g., normal  or  near  normal) relative to the radar illumination. 
The  effect of the  illumination  geometry is illustrated in Fig. 
37, which shows the Seasat and SIR-A images of the Santa 
Ynez Mountains. Because of the near-vertical illumination of 
the Seasat SAR,  the foldover effect leads to extensive distor- 
tions in the  mountainous area,  making interpretation very 
difficult. In the case of the SIR-A data, the large incidence- 
angle illumination allows a much better view of the layered 
structure in the  mountainous  terrain. However, in the  flat 
areas, the Seasat image seems to contain  additional useful 
information  on  the surface drainage. Thus it seems that a dual- 
(or multiple-) incidence angle illumination will be required to 
acquire  a  full  picture of the surface structure. 
B. Oceanographic Applications 
In oceanographic  applications, the imaging radar sensor  has  a 
unique and essential characteristic-the capability to acquire 
high-resolution images of the surface regardless of cloud cover 
and at any time of the day or night. This characteristic is 
essential because of the  dynamic  nature of almost all the fea- 
tures on the ocean surface. A review of spaceborne imaging 
radar applications  in  oceanography is given by Beal et al. [6 ] .  
The  radar sensor provides an image that is representative of 
the surface backscatter characteristics. In  the case of the 
ocean, the  backscatter is completely controlled by the small- 
scale surface topography:  the  short gravity and capillary waves 
which scatter  the  radar energy  by the Bragg scattering mecha- 
nism, and the local tilt of the surface, which is due to the 
presence of large waves and swells. Thus  the SAR is capable of 
imaging surface and near-surface phenomena that affect the 
surface  roughness  directly or indirectly.  These  phenomena 
include  surface waves, internal waves, currents,  weather  fronts, 
wind or oil slicks, and8ddies. In this section, we discuss ex- 
amples of ocean features  that have been observed with Seasat 
SAR. Some of these observations have not been verified by 
simultaneous  ground truth; however, we  will present the most 
logical interpretation. The Seasat SAR provided for the f i t  
time a synoptic high-resolution view of large ocean  areas; and 
in some cases, it provided repetitive observations of the same 
region every three days. Some of the observed features were 
never observed before,  and  their  interpretation is controversial 
at the present time. Other features were observed to occur 
much  more  commonly  than  had previously been thought. 
Surface waves are visible on the radar image as a periodic 
regular change in the image tone (Fig. 38). The spatially peri- 
odic change in the surface-coherent backscatter cross section 
is a result of three surface effects  that are modulated by the 
presence of a  propagating  surface wave or swell: 1) local slope; 
2) the intensity and bunching of small gravity and capillary 
waves; and 3) the wave orbital velocity,  which affects  the phase 
of the returned echo. The relative importance of these three 
effects is not  yet well understood [36],  [29],  [3 ] ,  [71] ,  [ 2 ] .  
Fig. 38 shows  a  Seasat image of ocean  surface waves acquired 
over the  northeastern  Atlantic, near the  Shetland Islands. The 
surface waves had a wavelength of about 300 m,  and  the refrac- 
tion patterns near the coast are clearly visible. This Seasat 
image was acquired in 14 s. Thus it represents an almost in- 
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Fig. 37. Sea s a t  (a)  and  SIR-A (b) images of the  Santa Ynez Mountains 
along the California  coastline  near  Santa Barbara. The SIR-A image is 
Seasat image provides additional  information  in  relatively  flat regions. 
clearly superior to  study  the  structure in the  mountainous region. The 
km 
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Fig. 38. Seasat  image  of  surface  ocean waves near Shetland Island, 
islands are Foule and Fair Isle. Observe the refraction and diffrac- 
England. The swell  had a wavelength  of 300 m.  The  two small 
tion of the swell  near the coast. 
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Fig. 39. Seasat image of internal waves near the island of San Nicolas 
off  the  coast  of California. 
stantaneous  snapshot of the wave pattern over this 100 X 100 of their surface manifestations and their  effect  on  the surface 
km region. roughness. The  rather large currents associated with these 
Fig. 39 shows internal waves in the western Atlantic just waves modify the capillary-ultragravity surface-wave spectrum 
east of Manhattan Island. These waves are observed as a result overlying the oscillations. The exact mechanisms by which 
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Fig. 40. Seasat  image of the Nantucket Island region. The island is 
visible  in the upper left comer of the image.  Most of the  other 
Datterns  observed on the  ocean surface reflect  the bottom topography 
h this  shallow  region. 
the modifications  take place are still the subject of discussion, 
but  at least two  hypotheses have been  advanced [ 401. Accord- 
ing to the first hypothesis,  the high velocity of surface water 
arising from the internal wave amplitude can sweep surface 
oils and materials together to form a smooth  strip near regions 
of surface water convergence. The second mechanism predicts 
that capillary and ultragravity wave energy is concentrated in 
the convergence zone by surface-current  stress,  which then 
becomes  a region of enhanced  roughness rather  than a smooth 
area as with  the first hypothesis. When such  smooth  and rough 
regions are illuminated away from  normal incidence and then 
viewed at nonspecular angles, the  smooth region would  appear 
darker and  the  rough  one brighter than  the normal sea surface. 
This geometry is the same for  both imaging radar and multi- 
spectral  (including  optical) sensors. 
Internal waves are usually observed on  the radar image as a 
wave packet  that consists of a series of convex strips, with  the 
spatial  periodicity  becoming shorter toward the  center of 
curvature. The  length of the crest  may range up  to many tens 
of kilometers. The leading wavelengths are on the order of 
1 to 2 km  and decrease monotonically toward the rear. They 
usually occur in groups or packets, and they have been ob- 
served in numerous places along the western and eastern  coasts 
of North America. Similar observations have been conducted 
with  aircraft SAR [ 341 and optical sensors [41. On some 
Seasat single swaths, more internal waves could be observed 
than  the  total  number observed during  dozens of aircraft 
flights over a period of five years. This illustrates the new in- 
sight that resulted from the Seasat SAR experiment on the 
extent  and  rate of occurrence of certain  dynamic ocean 
phenomena. 
An interesting  phenomenon which was observed for  the first 
time  with  the Seasat radar is shown in Fig. 40. The  different 
patterns observed in the shallow waters around  Nantucket 
Island correlate very closely with  the  bottom  bathymetry.  The 
radar waves do  not  penetrate  the ocean  surface  sufficiently to 
sense the bottom topography. The most likely interpretation 
is that  the change in the thickness of the  water  column  modu- 
lates the velocity of the near-surface current. This  in turn 
modulates  the ocean  surface  roughness  which is the main phys- 
ical parameter that the radar is sensing. Thus indirectly, the 
radar image reflects the  bottom  topography. 
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Fig. 41. Seasat image of polar ice floes in the Beaufort Sea acquired 
six days apart. The bright section is most  likely  a  stranded i c e b e r g .  
Other  features which were observed on  radar images include 
current boundaries,  eddies, and vessels. 
C. Polar Ice and Glaciology  Applications 
Spaceborne imaging of the polar ice cover is of particular 
interest in two areas: 1) mapping of the ice-cover motion  and 
extent  and spatial distribution of the  open water  channels, and 
2) determination of the ice floes’ age. 
A spaceborne imaging SAR is the ideal sensor for mapping 
the ice spatial distribution, extent, and motion. The all-time 
capability of the  radar allows repetitive  observation all through 
the year. Global coverage every three  to  four  days can be easily 
achieved at the polar regions. For this application, the main 
observable characteristics are the shape, size, and distribution 
(including accurate spatial location) of the ice features [ 551. 
Leberl et al. [ 541 have shown  that  the polar ice  motion can be 
mapped  with  the Seasat data to an accuracy of 150 m or  better 
and  that  furture systems should be able to achieve a location 
accuracy of better than 50 m. Fig. 41 shows an example of 
a Seasat image of an ice region which was observed over a 
period of about two months  in  the  summer of 1978. Fig. 42 
shows the  motion of that region during  that  time period. 
To  be able to determine  the ice type  and age, a better under- 
standing of the wave-surface interaction mechanisms is re- 
quired. At the present time, it seems that a multiparameter 
radar system might be necessary in order to classify uniquely 
which ice floes are recently formed, one year old, or many 
years old. 
Fig. 43 is the Seasat  SAR image of the Malaspina Glacier in 
southeastern Alaska. The ice-floe patterns are observed be- 
cause of the folded moraines, which usually have different 
roughness  characteristics from  the  surrounding ice. 
D. Renewable Resources 
Landsat data are being used to observe, identify, estimate 
the  extent of, and  monitor  the  growth of different  crops  on a 
regional scale. The use of the surface cover reflection in  the 
visible and near-IR spectral regions has been very successful; 
however, it is limited by the clouds which, over many world 
regions, could  last for  many weeks a t  a time. Thus a  combina- 
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Fig. 43. Seasat image of the Malispina glacier,  AK. The ice-floe  pattern 
is visible as a series of bright and dark curvilinear regions. These 
correspond to the areas of different  roughness. 
tion of visible/IR and microwave imaging sensors will allow a 
continuous monitoring capability where the radar sensor will 
be used mainly to observe changes during the  cloudy periods, 
and  the visible/IR  sensor will provide  identifications at  the pre- 
and post-cloudiness times. 
Fig. 31 is a Seasat SAR image over Ames, IA. The distribu- 
tion of the cultivation fields is clearly visible. Different fields 
have different albedo; however, it is not  yet well understood 
how the radar albedo relates to the nature and properties of 
the surface and the surface cover. An interesting  effect is ob- 
served on this image-an increase of the  albedo over the  upper 
half of the image and over streak-like  areas  in the lower  half. 
The most likely interpretation is that this increase in  the aver- 
age albedo is due to an increase  in the soil moisture as a  result 
of a  rainstorm  which  occurred just a few hours before the  data 
were acquired.  This same effect was observed in numerous 
other places where  post-rain images showed  bright  albedo 
streaks while pre-rain images of the same areas did not. 
VIII. THE NEXT DECADE 
The Seasat SAR demonstrated  that high-resolution synoptic 
radar images can be acquired from space and can be used to 
continuously  monitor  the Earth's  surface. The analysis of the 
1208 
ieasat SAR data clearly showed that  spaceborne  radar sensors 
r e  essential for monitoring ocean-surface dynamic  phenomena 
md for improved structural mapping, particularly in tropical 
md arid regions. They also play  a complementary role to 
hdsa t - type  sensors for lithologic  mapping and  crop  monitor- 
ng. Thus  the imaging radar sensor is an  important element of 
h e  spaceborne sensors that wil be used in the 1980’s and 
Ieyond for  Earth observation. 
The success of the Seasat  SAR experiment  and of the SIR-A 
as led to an international interest in developing and flying 
nore sophisticated spaceborne SAR’s. In  1983  an X-band 
jAR, will be  flown  by the Germans on Spacelab. For  the mid 
198O’s, the U.S. is planning multiparameter  Shuttle  radar sys- 
:ems which have a wide range of flexibility and will be used 
aainly for research purposes. The SIR-B (1 984 flight) will 
lave  a controllable incidence angle. The SAMEX (Shuttle 
4ctive Microwave Experiment, 1987-1 990 flights), will operate 
It L- and C-band at all polarizations, and  with a variable inci- 
ience angle. The data handling and processing will be com- 
pletely digital. This sensor could also be operated from an 
wbiting platform  for long-duration missions. 
For long-term observations, a number of free-flying SAR 
systems are under  study by the US, Japan, Canada, and  the 
ESA. These systems will have less flexibility; however, their 
main challenge is in  the fast turnaround of the  data. They all 
will require a real-time digital correlator system, which is a 
major technological  development. 
In  the area of data analysis, a number of research topics wil 
be of particular interest during the  next decade.  These include 
the use of speckle statistics  to classify surface unit, use of the 
Doppler information to map  ocean currents, use of multispec- 
tral multipolarization radars for lithologic and surface cover 
classification, and  the use of multi-incidence angle imaging for 
structural mapping and  stero imaging. 
Finally,  a mission to  map  the cloud-hidden  surface of Venus 
is planned for the late 1980’s. This mission, called Venus 
Radar Mapper, will use an  orbiting  synthetic-aperture imaging 
radar  very similar to the ones used by Seasat and SIR-A. 
Later, in the 199O’s, there are plans to image the surface of 
Titan  with an orbiting radar. 
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